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THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1891. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music. 
Subscription Kates, 31.50 pee Yeab (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 16 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street. ^PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. Tbetbar, Box 2920, New York City.] ' 
Miss Neally Stevens gave a recital at Claverack Col¬ 
lege Conservatory. - 
The Morgan Organ and Hafp Matinees have been par¬ 
ticularly successful. 
Max Bendtx will be the concert-meister of the Thomas 
orchestra in Chicago. 
Topeka, . Kansas, had a festival at which “Elijah” 
was the chief feature. 
De Pachmann will return to this country next season, 
and give fifty concerts. 
E. S. Bonelli comes east, from San Francisco, in 
June,-to operate on the ring finger. 
.. Wilson G. Smith has given a successful series of re¬ 
citals at Cleveland' this season. 
Mr, Arthur Foote has given a benefit concert for the 
family of the late Calixa Lavallee. 
The Presto is now a weekly music journal, and one of 
the best of the trade journals. 
Paderewski, the Polish pianist, will spend next season 
in this country, and give a series of concerts. 
— “Musical Teas” are a feature in city life, at which 
some of the best solo artists are heard. 
The ladies of the Seidl Society of Brooklyn have given 
a free concert to the working women of that city. 
*• The Mason and Hamlin Piano and Organ Company 
continue their series of concerts by native composers. 
The great organ of the Auditorium, Chicago’s Concert 
Hall, is utilized for a series'of popular concerts. 
The Rutland, Vt., musical festival will he given under 
the direction of Carl Zerrahn, May 27th to 29th. 
The conservatories of music in our country are giving 
a great number of fine piano and vocal recitals. ' " 
Samuel P. Warren has given nearly two hundred free 
organ recitals at Grace Church, New York city. 
Emil Fischer has joined the faculty of the National 
Conservatory of Music, N. Y., as an instructor of the 
opera class. 
Salt LakF is to have a monster May festival at the 
Tabernacle.. Miss Clementine Do Vere and Myron Whit¬ 
ney will assist. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1891. 
.Utica, N. Y., will have a festival chorus to cooperate 
with the New York State Music Teachers’ Association. < 
- Charles Santley, the baritone, commenced his tour j 
of this country at Montreal on March 31st, and will end 
it May 16th in that city. 
Richard Burmeister’s piano concerto was played by 
Mrs. Bnrmeister-Petersen at a recent Crystal l?alace 1 
concert, London. i 
Jadassohn, the German composer, has been engaged * 
as a teacher of Mr. Lambert’s college of music, for a 
term of three years. • , 
Chevalier Antoine De Kontski, residing in Buffalo, 
N. Y., recently celebrated the seventieth anniversary of 
his musical d£bnt. \ 
Aus der Ohe, Arthur Friedheim, Franz Rommel, 
De Pachmann and Xaver Scharwenka have been heard 
in piano recitals in Boston. 
% 
Theodore Thomas has been appointed the director of 
the musical features ,of the World’s Fair. He wiH re¬ 
move to Chicago in May. 
Joseffy will be the pianist with Theodore Thomas 
and his orchestra on its tour of thirty concerts, beginning 
in Chicago on April 27th. 
The New York Scharwenka Conservatory has engaged 
Walter Petzet, Richard Arnold and Adolf Hartdegen as 
teachers, and Mr. H. E. Krehbiel for lectures. 
Mr. L. F. Gottschalk, a young American composer, 
has just returned from Berlin with his opera, “ Nanette.” 
It is a work of more than ordinary merit and will soon 
be heard in Milwaukee. 
Mr.’Arthur Friedheim made his debut before an 
American audience in New York, playing the “Em¬ 
peror” concerto and Liszt’s A major concerto with 
Theodore Thomas’ orchestra. 
A concert was given by the students of the Utica Con¬ 
servatory of Music, at which the programme was made 
up of recent compositions by those students who had 
studied this subject exclusively at the conservatory. 
A series of free concerts have been given in New 
York, by the Symphony Society—Walter Damrosch, 
director—to working men and women. The expense was 
defrayed by some of the wealthy lovers of music of the 
city. 
During the month, two prominent persons in the 
musical profession have passed away. Dr. E. Tourjee, 
founder of the New England Conservatory of Music, and 
Stephen A. Emery, one of the leading spirits in the pro¬ 
fession. 
The Manuscript Society gave a public concert on 
April 1,5th. Composers represented include J. A. 
Broeekhoven, C. C. Muller, Walter Damrosch, Bruno 
O. Klein, T. G. Gleason, W. E. Mulligan, Edgar S. 
Kelly, and W. J. Henderson. 
The festival to celebrate the inauguration of the Car- 
"Tregie Music Hall in New York will open on May 5th. 
Tschaikowski, the great Russian composer, will be pres¬ 
ent to conduct his “ Festival March ” and his piano con¬ 
certo, played by Miss Aus der Ohe. 
An American composers’ concert was given by Mr. 
F. X. Arens at Berlin, under the auspices of the Ameri¬ 
can minister, Mr. W. Phelps. The names represented 
include Chadwick, Shelley, Buck, Van der Stricken,- 
Bors6, and Arens. Similar concerts were to take place 
at Dresden, Leipsic and London. 
NO. 5. 
The Metropolitan Conservatory of Music has been re¬ 
organized, and the name in the future will be the Metro- Eolitan College of Music. The following officers have 
een elected: Dudley Buck,. President; Albert Ross 
Parsons, Vice-president; Harry Rowe Shelley, Second 
Vice-president; Herbert. VL Greene, Secretary and 
Treasurer. Full information? of the summer school of 
this institution can be gained from the advertisement of 
the institution on the front page of the cover of this journal. 
FOREIGN. 
Carreno has been playing in St. Petersburgh, 
Tschaikowski appears in New York on May 5th. 
Grieg is engaged in the composition of an important 
work; 
Young Josef Hofmann, is studying in Berlin with 
D’ Albert. 
Otto Hegner has been winning triumphs in Paris 
and Berlin. 
Patti sang in several concerts in Germany during the 
month of April. 
The centenary of Mozart’s death will be commemo¬ 
rated in Florence. 
The “ Walkore ” was recently produced for the first 
time at Copenhagen. 
Robert Goldbeck won the first prize in competition 
with over two hundred German composers. 
Joseph Barnby, the well-known composer 
sician, has gone to Riviera for his health. 
'5«®e one hundredth anniversary of Carl Czerny’s bir 
was celebrated in Vienna, the city of his birth and deafilL 
Sims Reeves, the great English tenor, made his d6but 
in 1829. His farewell appearance will be in London on 
May 11th. 
In 1894 the Academy of Florence will celebrate the 
three-hundredth anniversary of the creation of the 
modern lyric drama. 
“Lohengrin” has been given at Rouen without in¬ 
terruptions, and was enthusiastically received; also at 
Angiers, Nantes and Lyons. 
Dvorak will receive the degree of Mus.__Doc. from 
Cambridge University on June 16th. He has written a 
“ Requiem ” for the Birmingham festival. 
The Tonic Sol-fa Jubilee i| to be held this summer in 
England, in 'a series of monster concerts and festivals. 
The jubilee will be recognized in other countries as well. 
Franchetti has been commissioned to write a festival 
opera for the four-hundredth anniversary of America’s 
discovery, to be celebrated next year at Genoa, Colum¬ 
bus’s birthplace. 
After an absence of sixteen years, during which he 
and his violin have been around the world, Remenyi 
arrived at his native town, Buda-Pesth, where he was 
received with a hearty welcome. 
According to the Austrian laws of copyright, “ Parsi¬ 
fal ” will be at the mercy of any manager after February 
13th, 1893, beingvten years after Wagner’s death. To 
protect the work Mme. Wagner has entered into-negotia¬ 
tions to prolong the Bayreuth rights of this sacred-music 
drama. 
THE MISSIOI OF MUSIC, 
--—<ri 
BY H. G. HANCHETT. 
A GREAT deal passes for music that is not music at all 
in a'trne sense. Persons of real culture, and acquainted 
with the great tone-poems, not infrequently iusist upon 
considering the Anglican and, worse still, the Grego¬ 
rian chant as music; while the truth is, that even the 
four-line hyinn-tune, although a decided advance upon 
the chant, can lay no claim to a standing as music, ex¬ 
cept in very rare instances. Musical sounds bear the 
same relation to music that the alphabet does to poetry, 
and the simple combinations of musical sounds just men¬ 
tioned are as remote from music as are mere words from 
rhetoric. 
Music is the intelligent arrangement and use of rhyth¬ 
mic, dynamic, harmonic and melodic material for a pur¬ 
pose. In order that we may decide whether musical 
sounds have become music within the meaning of this 
definition, there must be considered the bearer, the per¬ 
former,-the instrument and the composition. 
A vast deal of musii exists only in the min * of the 
heares ' , . » >fall founds we th tfirida 
.sympa' 1 < use in our hearts sing "--•differ¬ 
ences of opinion in musical mat^er^night be explained, 
; if we could know what part of 'the music heard originated 
• : .s',-,,, n< lu . which 
drives nine-tenths of an audience frantic because the in- 
- strut mentis are ■ a quarter fofj a tone' apart.in ■ pitch, ■ causes 
. some; lady.", to'say “Did you ever hear any thing so per¬ 
fectly .beautiful ! ” probably, because a buried bod for -a 
lost lover used to play the flute. 
When the building of vast cathedrals came into vogue, 
the problem of how to givq^ll listeners a knowledge of 
what was beingrepeated fry thp priest was solved by intro¬ 
ducing the chant, which, by regulating the flow of syllables 
rod th 1 cation of cad n s, m 1 int<g< □ pa ticipi 
tion in the services possible to an enormous congrega¬ 
tion. But to adhere to the use of these primitive inven¬ 
tions in this age of developed musical forms and in our 
modern churches of moderate size, argues more devotion 
to tradition than to art 
There is no music in a chant. It is not an intelligent 
arrangement of musical material for a purpose. It de¬ 
mands in its use the sacrifice of the rhythmical coherence 
of the words, without bestowing a solitary advantage to 
make good the loss. Listen-to the widely used “ Gloria 
in excelsis,” to the old chant, and tell me if I am not 
right. Even the punctuation becomes a delusion and a 
• snare. 
The case is much the same with the ordinary four-line, 
hymn-tune. A thing which is adapted to everything is 
adapted to nothing; and although such "tunes contain 
rhythmic, melodic and harmonic resources, they are 
too brief for thcpworking out of any musical conception ; 
and any intelligent use of them to intensify the meaning 
of wPrds is out of the question, since verse after verse is 
sungtothe same succession of sounds. 
Of course, one excuse, for the use of hymn-tunes as 
they are, and even of chants, is to be found in the fact 
that many hymns contain no ideas that are susceptible of, 
musical expression. The range of sentiment that is' 
adapted , for expression in music'is very limited, and a 
hymn may be singable, i. e., may have smooth vowel- 
sounds arranged in flowing cadences, and yet have no 
meaning added .to it by song. As usually rendered, 
whatever there is of music in a hymn-tune, is chiefly'the 
contribution of the mind of the. hearer. 
Bat there are. exceptions. Some hymn-tunes have 
been written that, even in the brief space of four lines, 
show, an intelligent arrangement of musical resources so 
as to intensify the meaning of the words. If a composer 
adapts a tune to a particular hymn, the verses of which 
resemble each other in sentiment, it is often possible for 
the performer to give real musical value to the tyne as 
each verse is sung. Hymn-tunes rarely are worth such 
efforts at interpretation, and still more rarely get them. 
• But the tune, “Stephanos,” set to, the hymn, Art thou 
weary ?” is a fine example of what can be done with such 
limited resources Although short, it nevertheless, em¬ 
ploys a larger number of harmonic resources than is 
- usual, and -contains two secondary sevenths, not often 
used. - j ' 
Music divides naturally into two great subdivisions: 
Instrumental and vocal. Instrumental music is that in 
which the sensuous charm of mere musical sounds suita¬ 
bly displayed, or the forms and arrangements of such 
sounds, are alone relied upon to produce the effect. -Vo 
cal music is, o,r should be, that in which the meaning of 
words is emphasized, illustrated or interpreted by appro¬ 
priate accompanying musical structures. 
These definitions place a large amount of music written 
for voices in the instrumental subdivision. Many of the 
oratorios and all operas heard in foreign languages, so 
far as the musical relations of the latter extend, belong 
in the subdivision of instrumental music. The sounds 
do not emphasize or interpret the words, although they 
may illustrate the theme of the work as a whole. The 
wofds are used simply as a concession to the singers, 
■who would find it less interesting to vocalize vowels 
without consonants; Any one disposed to question ti 
classification of some of the great so-called vocal works, 
has but to ask himself how much the arias of, say, u The 
Messiah ” would lose if other words, or the same words 
translated into Sanscrit, were be employed. An ex¬ 
ample of real vocal music could not be subjected to such 
an experiment without losing greajtly. Do not under¬ 
stand me as belittling the musical value of these works. 
I hold that that only should be classified as vocal music 
in which the attempt is made not merely to employ the 
voice to interpret and intensify the meaning of the words 
sung. 
I have already said that the range of sentiment adapted 
for. musical expression is limited. But within those 
limits music is capable of immensely enhancing the sig¬ 
nificance of the words. Of course, no composition can 
be made so that a bad rendering will not spoil it; and 
every composition gains much from an artistic rendition. 
But a composer deserves special credit who has so 
handled his materials that his notes cannot be sung as 
written without adding force to the words, or at least 
suggesting the idea intended to be conveyed. For if only 
a limited_range of sentiment Is susceptible of musical in¬ 
terpretation, the number of individual words open to such 
influence is still more limited 
A great deal of beauty consists in reminders of former 
pleasant associations, which can make music in the mind 
of the. hearer out of very indifferent performances. ■ This 
suggestion affords another resource to the composer, and 
one which has been employed with splendia effect by 
Schumann in “The Two Grenadiers.”- This is only one 
of a number of musician-dike interpretations of foe ideas of. 
the poem, which together constitute this one of the finest 
efforts of one of the greatest song-writers that ever lived. 
Notice the combination of martial with woful tones run¬ 
ning all through the composition, although the former is 
subordinated in the first part-of the dialogue in the second 
verse, and the latter gives place to triumphant tones as 
the words dose, only to be restored -by a few notes of 
postlude on the instrument. The martial character is 
given the piece by its rhythm, while the "woful element 
is supplied by the harmony, the melody meanwhile rising 
and falling in sympathy with the varying moods of the 
words.-- . - . 
Pure instrumental music casts off all connection with 
extraneous ideas of every sort, and relies for its influence 
solely upon the arrangement of musical material for a mu¬ 
sical end. The sonata, the string quartet, the symphony, 
the fugue, and other compositions of their class and grade, 
fascinate solely by their interweaving of themes, harmo¬ 
nies, progressions, rhythmical devices, and the like, into 
a whole completed in accordance with the laws of the 
art. To those who believe in doing- art-work for art’s 
sake, they constitute the highest class of music; to those 
who believe with me in doing all work for the sake of 
character, they constitute the nursery in which are de¬ 
veloped the materials that the interpretative composer can 
use to convey, emphasize and impress certain forms of 
truth. 
The influence of music is not easy to analyze. It 
seems to depend upon certain correspondences between 
its elements and some mental faculties andj vital pro¬ 
cesses. We live in periods, throbs and pulse-beats, and 
the corresponding element of music, rhythm, is the one 
most generally appreciated. To appreciate the other 
elements of music, one must possess the faculty of tune, 
which seems to be in natural relation with^he emotions. 
When it is large and active, one derives intense pleasure 
fraraf following and analyzing a flow of melody, a process 
which, in its full play, holds the attention and arrests the 
activity of other voluntary powers, and thus does more 
than almost any influence, except sleep, to quiet the 
tired brain. Pushed a little further, it will, in my own 
case, and I presume in the cases of others, cause tears, 
regardless of the sentiment of the words sung or the 
character of the ideas present rin my mind. I have 
known sensitive natures to be thrown into an almost 
frantic state, expressing itself in looks, words and actions, 
simply by a false intonation occurring in an otherwise 
delightful rendition of some great musical composition. 
In regard to the value of music, considering first its 
labormost, we must rank it among the cheaper and less 
expensive products of mind. The world is full of musi¬ 
cal prodigies, so-called. When we come to the other test 
of value, character-building, music can hardly be accorded 
a higher rank. The trouble with it is that it is aside 
from life. Its study begins, continues and ends in itself, 
and such mental relations as itrihas are all with the emo¬ 
tions. I have put itB claims to the practical test and 
found it wanting. | 
I went into the profession of music with the idea that 
it would give me a power over the minds of men. I have 
left the concert-room more than once in a mood that 
made me willing to knock anybody down who should 
venture to, in any way, break the spell I was under, but 
I never could discover any permanent advantage that I 
or others derived from these experiences. One can get 
some mental discipline out of the abstruse absurdities of 
musical theory, but comparatively few of the multitude, 
of music-students get more than a smatterinfgfof the rudi¬ 
ments of this Bo-called science, and those who do, find 
the study solely of value in relation to music. It does 
not impart a scholarly grasp of kindred sciences, and give 
that command of mental methods which can be applied in 
any other field that comes from other intellectual pursuits. 
Nor does the close, protracted application to practice, 
necessary for most persons in acquiring the mastery of 
an instrument, tend to develop concentration of mind. 
On the Contrary, it rather- weakens control over the 
thoughts, because the acquirement of habits of mechani¬ 
cal dexterity requires just enough attention to prevent 
the mind from concentrating upon anything else, while it 
employs so little brain-substance as to oppose no obstacle 
to desultory wandering through reveries and day-dreams 
atT'ftifncy’s slightest behest. Such & study does not develop 
character and make men. 
What then? you ask. Would 70a have no music? 
Would you have every one give up its profession ? Would 
you write the art down as worthless ? 
_ By no means. On the contrary, I would elevate the 
office,1 use and appreciation of music; but I would have it 
stand'for what jt is, not for what.it is not, and I would 
have it studied intelligently and so as to get the most out 
of it, not blindly as at present, in a way that robs it of 
more than half its value. I would say to all who have 
marked aptitude for the art, who cannot help studying 
and-practicing it, and who can master it without becom¬ 
ing slaves to it—Go on as you have been doing. You 
are in right places, and the world needs your work jnst 
wher< you are. 
But to those who are drudging at music, to the mothers 
who sit for hours over their children, to see that they do 
not neglect the hated practice, to the painstaking diggers 
who are delving at Bach and Mozart, Beethoven and 
Chopin, with the idea that they are in some way improv¬ 
ing themselves, I say, change your aim._To. the conser¬ 
vatories and teachers I say, stop trying to make technical 
performers out of 99 per cent, of your pupils, and teach 
them instead the meaning of music. Cultivate their love 
and appreciation for the art by presenting it intelligently 
to their ears and minds, and stop driving them to more 
distate for real music, caused by making them approach 
it through the thorny, tedious and usually useless path of 
technical exercises and mechanical drill. Advise most 
of your pnpilg to study singing in preference to an instru¬ 
ment ;apd, in preference to either, to study music itself 
at its fountain head, in the works of the masters rendered 
by those who have gifts in that direction. If we could 
get the study of music on such a track, I fancy less trash 
would pass current. I fancy, our universities would see 
an opportunity to invest:a musical endowment in educa¬ 
tional concerts, musical analyses, historical researches 
into the treasures and literature of the art, instead of fol¬ 
lowing the beaten track and turning out more players, 
singers and composers. 
Music is vastly over-estimated by many of its devotees, 
and as vastly under-estimated by the great mass of plain 
thinking persons who enjoy hearing it without knowing 
why, or being able to read or to produce it. I want to 
extend its power, value and usefulness by curtailing its 
injudicious and wrongly-directed practice and increasing 
its intelligent study. I want to see fewer players and 
more listeners, fewer performers and more artists, less 
waste of time and nerve-force, more rest and charm in 
life from a better appreciation of the beauty and value 
of music.— Werner's Voice Magazine. 
BEGIMIHG MUSIC LE-30HS. 
* . Young girls who have learned o strum a little on~the 
piano, being obliged to do something for their own sup¬ 
port, turn their attention to music teaching as the et siest 
and most genteel meansfof gaining a livelihood, without 
any reference whatever to their ability or qualifications. 
They can tell where the notes come on the keyboard 
and also on the staff,.and they can play “ The Lum Turn 
Mazourka,” “The Dude March,” and “The Dandylion 
Schottische.”' _ 
This comprises their -musical knowledge, yet many 
people who ought to know better say “ they can teach 
beginners just as well as any one,” and hence the mu¬ 
sical education of many young pjg^ple is confided to their 
tender mercies at a time when of all others they most 
need the very best instructors, for first impressions are 
always the most lasting, and bad habits and mannerisms 
of playing acquired at the outset can never be overcome. 
Many a promising young musician is completely ruined 
in this way by having for his first instructor a wholly in¬ 
competent person. *■■■■. 
These teachers begin at the wrong end. Their one 
idea seems to be to teach their pupils to play tunes, or 
“pieces.” They teach them the notes on the keyboard 
and the staff, and then immediately set about drumming 
into them some utterly valueless “ piece.” 
Rafael Joseffy. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
The number of advance orders that we have received 
for Landon’s Organ Method is unprecedented. At the 
ratio that thej have been coming in during the past few 
weeks, it would seem that every teacher upon the Etude 
subscription list will have ordered a sample copy. 
The price when published will be $1.50, and it maybe 
remarked the book is being prepared in the most superior 
form; there is most careful proof-reading by five different 
proof-readers. The mechanical work is done by one of 
the best firms in the country. Until further notice be 
given, advance” orders for this book will be filled at. fifty 
cents a copy. 
The grandest thoughts are expressed in the simplest 
language. It i i prevalent though, efrone usjdea/tfeat 
the best a a , * essarily. extremely liffi il om a 
technical point of view. Some of the most expressive 
things written by Beethoven are comparatively simple.. 
The same is true of Schubert, Schumann, and Mendels¬ 
sohn. 
From about the year 1850, the technical side of piano¬ 
playing predominated. This influence can be traced 
directly to Chopin, Thalberg and especially Liszt; the 
latter indeed apparently seeking the most difficult com¬ 
binations possible. But through the efforts of some 
composer-pianists, notably Stephen Heller, a healthy 
reaction took place. Heller took as his motto that the 
expression of the deepest feeling through music was not 
necessarily dependent upon difficult technic. Also, that 
the practice for a good technic need not necessarily be 
done through the help, or hindrance, of dry, unmusical 
dtudes. He therefore devoted his great creative talent 
to the production of musical 6tudes. His works are 
constantly growing in the popular estimation. But not 
every one is always at his best, hence some of Heller’s 
compositions show more inspiration than others. The 
most popular of his works are opus 45, containing 25 
pieces, 46, containing 30 pieces, 47, containing 25 pieces. 
There have been 30 numbers selected from these, and 
upon them has been spent a great amount of careful 
study and consideration, by some of the leading musi¬ 
cians of our country. The old proverb says: “ In the 
counsel of many there is wisdom,” and in these 30 
selections we see this exemplified. 
Not only does the student have selected gems from this 
celebrated composer, but he has the best thoughts re¬ 
sulting from the experience of the eight editors, who 
have given their most earnest endeavors to make this 
edition invaluable. In it about one-third of the plate 
space is given to annotations, descriptions, and sugges¬ 
tions, with various helps toward the bringing out of the 
full musical thought. The fingering is logical, and given 
by one of the best modern specialists. The phrasing is 
an improvement on that of any other edition, being 
founded upon the ideas of Dr. Hugo Riemann. The. 
pedal-marking is new and precisely exact, • and the ex¬ 
pression marks are inserted with particular care. 
In fact, the student who studies this edition faithfully, 
gets the same knowledge of superior performance as if 
he studied with the musicians themselves, so fully and 
carefully is every possible help indicated. 
This elegant edition is sold for $1.50. 
“ Cold type ” can convey some ideas perfectly while 
others it can scarcely suggest. The “artist timbre” of 
the voice cannot be described in print with a shade of 
exactness; but the different qualities and many of the 
special effects of touch on the piano can be thus clearly 
indicated. Why this difference? The tone qualities of 
the voice can be taught by imitation only. The tone 
qualities of the piano are in the instrument, and the pre¬ 
cise movements of hands and fingers necessary to bring 
out a special effect can be minutely described by the aid of 
“cold type.” Hence, the value of carefully prepared 
lessons on good music. However, more than one read¬ 
ing of the annotations will be necessary, for the learner 
will have to.build up on the foundations gained by ex¬ 
perience day by day. Then as the ear becomes trained to 
refinement of tone-quality he will be able to come closer 
3er to tie i ! * en . c - bed < . lessotfi 
In fact, refinement of ear is as necessary as daily prac- 
tice. . -y . vy wVww- yy y'/.y ■ ■'/J. 
The music given in the Etude, with Lessons, is for the 
instruction of those who are remote from art centers and 
are hindered from taking lessons of the best teachers, 
and for showing young teachers how to analyze and 
teach a piece of music. These lessons show how, if the 
young teacher would do work worthy of his profession, 
he must study the' pieces that he teaches until he knows 
and can teach the inner and more subtle effects that the 
piece may be capable of expressing. These lessons will 
also show jhim where he lacks in knowledge and will 
confirm and complete his half knowledge as well as put 
it in a teachable form. The pupil who has this musi'c 
before him cannot excuse himself if he goes wrong. 
These lessons show where to look for the content and 
how to study for the best results in the shortest time. 
They also make the teacher’s work more sure as well as 
Have you noticed that The Etude has been enlarged ? 
We are now giving extra from four to eight pages of 
reading each issue. We contemplate still further im¬ 
provements in the near future. In fact, we are doing all 
that energy, experience, enterprise and money can do to 
make The Etude invaluable to its readers. . 
Breathes there a man with soul so dead, 
Who never to himself has said, 
I will a music paper take, 
Both for my own and family’s sake ? 
— -f 1 If such there be, let him repent, 
And have the paper to him sent; 
And if he’d pass a happy winter, 
He in advance should pay the printer. 
.Ee. 
Leading teachers now-a-days go to the State and 
National Music Teachers’ Associations’ to hear all that 
they can from the essays and debates of the programmes 
there given. This is time and money well spent, and 
spent where it will bring great value to the teacher; yet, 
every number of The Etude gives a programme more 
rich and varied, more that has practical value in the 
every-day-work of the teacher, and gives it in a form for 
reading and study at his leisure ; in fact’, The Etude is a 
“Clearing House” where the valuable and current 
thoughts of the world’s greatest musicians are exchanged, 
and where these musicians give teachers an equivalent for 
the homage that is bestowed on their talent, genius and 
acquirements. 
“The only immortal part ot man is his thought.” 
Therefore in the collection of the greatest thoughts of 
the greatest writers, we have the cream of their life 
experience written out for our instruction. The many 
callers upon music teachers seem to possess the faculty 
of coming at the most inopportune moment, just when 
the teacher is most engaged. Thus the callers are com¬ 
pelled to wait, and waiting is not a pleasure to most 
people. But if the tedious time could be passed in pe¬ 
rusing some pleasant book, enjoyment is given and per¬ 
haps benefit sustained. 
Nothing is better qualified to make a good impression 
of the teacher’s judgment, than to find upon his table 
a copy of “Musical Mosaics,” by W. F. Gates. The 
book is beautifully bound, and is replete with short 
selections regarding our Art, and filled with thoughts of 
infinite variety on the subject of music. It is not only 
an elegant book for presentation or tK& centre table, but 
contains a great amount of valuable and interesting in¬ 
struction. We have just issued a new edition. Many of 
the leading teachers of the country are requiring their 
pupils to study the work as a part of their musical course. 
It touches upon many points of interest that would be 
hard to find in another volume. The work is the result 
of many years research, and of accumulation of gems of 
musical thought. Price $1.60. 
We will call the attention of our readers to the adver¬ 
tisement of the FourrHand Music found in another part of 
thiB issue'.1 Lovers of music are always delighted to play 
duetts. We are now offering an opportunity to get some 
excellent foreign music at a nominal rate ; we will pub¬ 
lish additional lists every month. The music is sold at 
J of the retail price, postpaid. Where the selection is 
left to us, $5.00 worth will be sent for $1.00. Owing to 
the reduced rates the music is not sent on selection nor 
is it exchangeable. See list elsewhere. 
We have in press a new work by Thomas Tapper ; The 
title of it is “The Music Life and how to Succeed in 
it; it is a companion, volume to his popular work 
“ Chats with Music Students.” Numerous phases of art 
and art life are talked about in this book in a thoroughly 
practical w^; it points out the way of success to teachers 
and students m art life; there are 8 parts to the work and 
17 chapters; we have only space to give a few of the 
many interesting subjects treated ; the following are a few 
of them taken at random: “Music as a Business,” “The 
Specialist,” “ Amateur,” “ Going into Print,” “ Some 
Special Studies in Music,” “ Vacation Time and Travel¬ 
ling,” “ To a Gentleman who determined late in life to 
become a Musician,” “ To a Teacher in a certain country 
town,” “A faithful failure,” “ What is success in art,” 
etc., etc., 
Those who have read “ Chats with Music Students,” 
know what a eharming Writer we have in Mr. Tapper. 
The work is in press and will be ready in the course of a 
few months. For a short time we will offer our patrons 
the advantage of reduced rates, as we usually do with 
works of exceptional value. To those who will send us 
cash with order we will Bend the work when it is on the 
market for 50 cts. postpaid ; we would most earnestly 
urge every teacher and ambitious student to subscribe for 
this volume. It will be out about in time for summer 
reading. Please give name and address plainly and 
don’t forget to give the State in which you live. 
We offer as a special premium, an organ made by the 
Carpenter Organ Co.~~ There are two forms in which 
they can be had, 4 and 5 octaves ; the former we will 
send for 35 subscribers, and the latter for 40 subscriptions. 
This organ is an excellent instrument, in every respect. 
Full description will be sent upon application. An 
enterprising teacher can, with a little effort, gain this 
number of subscribers in her town. A bundle of sample 
copies will be sent to any one desiring to work for this 
premium. 
We have at last been able to announce that the 
“Wait’s Normal Course for Piano Technic ” is on the 
market. The work is original, practical; while at the 
same time not ignoring the old, contains all the good in 
the modern. The work is bound up in handsome 
flexible cloth. For a general technical work of 
pianoforte, it cannot be excelled. See advertisement 
elsewhere. 
ifortuni The Landon Reed Organ Method is un ately 
delayed, on account of sickness of one of the type 
setters ; the work is about finished, and will be positively 
on the market before the next issue is ready. We still 
give an opportunity to those who wish to subscribe for 
the work in advance of publication, for 50 cts. post¬ 
paid, which is less than the cost of pa*per and printing. 
Send in your order, as this is the last chance. 
What is -the use of paying a dollar and a half for a 
book (Landon’s Reed =Organ Method) len you may 
purchase it before publication for fifty cents. , 
INSTRUMENTATION. 
Instrumentation consists in letting each instrument 
play what best suits its peculiar nature, and the effect it is 
intended to produce. It is also the art of grouping to¬ 
gether instruments so as to modify the tone of some by 
that of others, resulting in a peculiar quality of tone 
which no instruments would produce separately, not 
united with other instruments of its own kind. This phase 
of instrumentation is in music exactly what coloring 
is in painting. Powerful, resplendent and often exagge¬ 
rated as it is to-day, it was hardly known before the end 
of the last century. We think that as in rhythm, melody 
and expression, the study of models may put the student 
j in-the path of mastering.it, but that he will hot’succeed 
without special natural gifts.—Berlioz. . ;. , 
THE SINKING OF SELF. | be one of the Fine Arts. If the artist would win honor j do so. The teacher can mark out & lesson and show the 
-—— for his calling, and for hiB art he must lose his person- pupil how to practice it, and do all that he can to get 
'Ci* A ality in that of the masters whose works he would inter- him interested but he cannot make him study and wt rk, 
_ ,, , , . .. ©ret. Some one may answer, by pointing out certain but the parent has this authority although it is too seldom 
Thts llttle.persCn known 88 MyS®lf; 33 UD?Ue8tl0n' distinguished pianists who are often accused of doing used. Good teachers are well enough, but if the good 
ably a most important personage. e gures in every tbe opp08ite thing. Rubinstein may be cited, teacher accomplishes the worth of his tuition money it 
thing. He always has the leading part to play in politics, * ™ w:ii w ..nnnrt. 1,5m St, 1,5. ab¬ teacher acco plishes the orth f his t iti  oney it 
will be because the parent supports him in his efforts. 
A good and bright pupil is a pleasure, but a mother who 
helps the teacher with her strong common sense is a 
blessing that the teacher particularly appreciates. The 
y „ F f S’ “ . . exactly the opposite thing. ubinstein ay be cited, o u on
t i .  al a s as t  l i  rt t  la  i  litics, ^ ^ .g pQpular e„on Rubin8te;nj more ill be because the parent supports hi in his efforts. 
educations institu ions, an some imes ispor than any other modern piano-virtuoso loses himself en- i t il i   l , t  t   
without any sign of shame even m religious-enterprises. „ . , ■ % , , , • ■ • . 
,i Vo t,, • -i rr t rely in the master he endeavors to interpret. The. artist  
^hen “ Self’ enters he politi al .r >rid he tries t< make J , ,, , - ? - m. 
V , , ... V . i .I j. notinniin who is most precise,' and most mechanical m his con- .  
tf-m whole world belies him to be fin© most patriotic limn * . „ , .. • , ’*11 , j mm-. j . * 
, tt - 7 ■ • ■ sideration of all the historical and traditional indications pupil has a part and responsibility, so .does the teacher, 
a lve’ e is a ways wise ■ his success of the composers’ intentions, is the most self-conscmtih, but the parent has more of both than either pupil or 
chance for civil preferment is dependent upon ms success “ t » , . , , ,, .... 
ir the effort to hide Lord Self from the eyes of the aad therefore the least inspiring. Self-consciousness is teacher, for success depends on the parent’s activity m 
people." He desires an office aft the hands of a certain the bane of nearly all piano-playing. . It is an everlasting the pupil s interest. _____ . - 
strong political party “ in order that he may save the bar to all real musical or poetic insight. ^deeply A WORD TO. TEACHERS. 
CTtry 3“dij! F aaSg aa thrfornTreLTv^^oreVt’ention than the’con- Music teachers do not always'realize the necessity of 
presidency8ofa^ood coUege^ he mast Bay that he “belieyea «} - 
most heartily in the cause of education,” and because of f mnsio^wh ^Is not the life^ore be beat accomplished are not always understood. The 
that belief, is willing, if providentially guided in that di- deep p,rc^t n,t mas^A^n iBotel „ ^ music teacher always has his instrument on which to 
rection, to sacrifice every worldly hope for the sake of tban meat> and tbe body m0re ^aa me J? practice at any spare moment, land he should have 
certain “ and astonishing educational principles * musical reading at ha id o * which :q put his odd mo- 
that the particularly desirable college is popularly sup- EDITORIAL NOTES. ments. Butfone of the most valuable helps is an annual 
A WOED TO TEACHERS. 
' . 
posed to stand for. He never dares to announce the-' . ■ ■ , - ■ : ■ . • ' . . 
truth that ‘ Self” would enjoy the promotion. No one QUALITY RATHER THAN .QUANTITY. 
can deny-the wisdom of saeta'course. The,world hates' ft,' v" u f ' -ft : ■ „ • H -.H J , , , Both teacher and pupil should have it as a motto to 
the appearance of “ Self,” and is not likely ever to have ... • /., . , i'f 7 . r .v never let a division of the lesBon pass by until there is a 
much respect for the uncouth fellow. Iherefore the . . , . ,,, . 
. . . ,, ,, , , ,, . ,, , , j higher ideal and a complete understanding of the subject 
wise man keeps the “ old Adam ” in the background . ° .. ,. , . ... , . 
r -,ft.'ft-''"""'.'. m thunrutipol ann orhnfip noanncr. r.ni.ho Ann fnar nrar>< W Be ,. ““ "“ b fr in its t eoretical a d artistic bearing, to t e e d that prac- 
whenhe would attempt to accomplish anything worth rt., V • ft, j . , E , j- : ; ; . ft; ; ■ - face.may the more surely-secnre,the-desired result. - Each 
usic teachers do not always realize the necessity of 
self-improvement nor recognize their obligations to it as 
they should. The ways in which self-improvement can 
s
music teacher always has his instrument on which to 
practice at any spare o ent, iand he should have 
usical rea i  at hand on hich to at his odd o¬ 
ts. atf  f t  t l l  l  is  l 
attendance of his State MuBic Teachers’ Association, and 
some of the better summer music schools. While he 
may read the published essays given at the Association, 
some months later, at his home, yet to hear'tbem read 
by the author and to hear and take partin the discus¬ 
sions is of greatest value. And to come in contact^with 
the doing. ; . . 
Now, why does not the musician learn this lesson in 
human natu T1 ii hesitate tc ask for 
applause by every means within her power, whether per¬ 
fectly proper or not. The pianist is perfectly willing 
r, it .'.S' the vorld shall know .ft.'- elfish motives th t 
tic     u    B other teachers and musicians is a wonderful quickener 
lesson should place the pupil on a higher plane in all of an<^ sharpener of one’s ideas. The acquaintances that 
its details. If we should stop to inquire why and how it a teacher can make at such gatherings are alone worth 
is that an artist gives the superior interpretation of a the cost and trouble of the journey, 
piece, we should find that it is in the more perfect con- When one has a working knowledge of music he can 
ception that he has of its inner and deeper meaning, of clear UP an^ confirm or set at rights much of his ‘f half- 
__j _1._1.- ..._and in nnmnarintr nnt.BB and irlnan wit.K 
^ --_ 7: T - its possibilities and effects, and that when he attempts to prompt his every endeavor. W e used to near something 
about Art for Art s sake, but t ose alcyon days re8pond exact]y t0 the ideal that is so clearly defined in that- changes his whole method of teaching, that leads 
almost too far away m the past to be remembered now. ^ The beaufciful effecta that seem to be 8ponta- him into a train of thinking which lifts him out of the 
The musician has come to be the frankest of the frank an witb him are the natural and sure results of futa into ^bicb be has fallen. That makes of him a 
there are few persons who do not understand hum exactness in dailv practice. Such perfection would be good teacher when before he could but acknowledge 
any desire to gain his goo^wi 1, they supply alter im a impossible ifbe for a moment allowed careless practice. tbat be was only ordinary. Not of the lea^\ practical 
little or s os8 him a coin, which is ^he next best thing. No tt„ baa _ eiear]v defined ideal the lanner and processes worth to him is the proving of his ideas and ways of 
one is afraid to patrontzs lain, for he ifl outap°ken in his co-PeriJ he he.tS oelebLed 
knowledge,” and i co p i g otes ide s ith 
fellow teachers he not infrequently gets a germ-thought 
at
i i t   t i  t i i  i li t i t  t  
there are few persons who do not understand. him. If 
any desire to gain his good will, they simply flatter him a 
little or toss him a coin, which is the next best thing. No 
 i  i  t  t i e him,   is ts o  i  i  
contempt for the “sentimentalities” of ordinary people, 
. . , , , ,- , , a. •_ j andinpractice heholdshimselfupto itsperfectaccom- 
who pretend to have high purposes, lofty aims, and noble •- y 
, Tt ■ , , .1 . _ j . plxshment. This is not so impossibly difficult as it seems imnn oao Tf in nrif. atrranorA. than, that wa mnv raan in ^ r J i pulses. It is not strange, then, that e ay read in 
one of our leading journals the following complimentary 
remark: “The professional piano-player is no hypo¬ 
crite ; he does not claim that his business is one of any 
-great dignity, for he acknowledges himself to be a mere 
entertainer, whose only aim in life is to amuse-the world, 
at first thought; to illustrate—it is as easy to make a close 
copy of the writing found in the published copy-book as it 
would be to make an equally true or close imitation of the 
scrawls of a poor penman. The pupil who has the ideal 
of the artist reaches down and soon brings hia1 execution 
up to the desired point; but the pupil with an undefined 
and to get well paid for his trouble. Who that is in his “j* ™ T5 ^ T\T 
right mind ever accused a piano virtuoso of having any ldeal atte“Pts to refb UP to the unattainable, and ends 
really lofty ideals? ” Do we deserve the compliment? very nearly where hw began. Herein we see why it is 
h h sts 
 
doing by comparison with what he hears celebrated 
musicians iell and explain, thus learning to put confi¬ 
dence in himself; this makes a teacher of-ideas and 
great influence, for a self-confidence that is founded on 
personal worth and knowledge is a prime necessity of 
success. And here we find one of the best reasons for 
reading educational music journals, for these furnish the 
means not only of self-instruction but for self-comparison 
of ideas with those of musicians that are an acknowl¬ 
edged authority. 
While no one can mal a musician of himself m 
term of from four to eight weeks of study, vet if. as above 
remarked, he has a working knowledge of music and ht 
1 points on which he is in doubt and on which he desires 
A FEW SERIOUS REMARKS. 
economy to take lessons of good teachers only, why a reliable information, a few weeks of study at a good 
Let us talk seriously about this matter.. It is evident 
to any one who has carefully observed, that the musician 
who wins the respect of thinking people, and who in¬ 
fluences any large number of persons for good, must at 
least appear torsink self entirely out of sight. It means 
given amount of money paid to the fine teacher produces 
far greater results with less than half the lessons and 
time required for the poor teacher to prove his incapacity. 
It is iu artists’ recitals that teachers must look for ideals 
that will help them to lead pupils up to the goal of suc¬ 
cess. It is only the good teacher who can give the pupil 
something to say that you have heard a sonata of Beeth-^rthe ideal conception, and minutely explain all the pro¬ 
oven’s; but if you have merely heard some Lord Self cesses-of its execution. It is" quality rather than qirnn- 
make a display of his remarkable talent for playing, the 
performance was no better than any other innocent amuse- | 
ment. Nothing is more significant of the estimate placed 
upon music’by most hearerB of it than this fact: they 
think more of hearing the performer than of the masters 
interpreted. If only some great artist could appear, 
one greater than the greatest who have yet been heard, 
tity that is desired in both teaching and practice. A 
large part of the teacher’s endeavors must be given to 
teaching the pupil how to practice, for only in this way 
can substantial results be obtained. Pnpils need to be 
taught how to fully occupy the mind with their work, 
and I know of no way to do this so well as in the study 
of Doctor William Mason’s “System of Touch and Tech- 
summer muBic school will be invaluable to him. He 
may not particularly improv^ in his playing but he will 
learn new and improved methods, and get a stock of 
ideal that will easily double the vain- his work as a 
teacher. As to improvement iu his own playing, he can . 
work up these ideas during the following few months 
and so make marked improvements in his own execution. 
"He will play with better expression; phrasing and touch, 
in fact every part of his work will b6 greatly improved. 
Again, the better class of music patrons of his com¬ 
munity will have, a greatly increased confidence in’him 
and ^consider him a progressive teacher; thus placing 
him on a plane of higher influence, and giving him better 
pupils, those who will study with him longer. 
EXACTNESS IN FINGERING. 
with so much force of character, and such singlenefiB df nic,” and his accentual treatment of the scales and the 
purpose that self could .be completely forgotten in the diminished seventh accord. . To sum up this great sub¬ 
joy of truthful interpretation; with such a capacity for ject in a small sentence: Fine playing is. more a matter 
The great majority of players give too little attention 
to this important subject, for if a passage is fingered cor¬ 
rectly and the fingering exactly followed, the hand as 
delight in the companionship of the Saints of Music that 
other companionship should seem poor in comparison; 
with a spirit so highly wrought, so susceptible to sweet 
poetic influences, that sympathy with the creative artists 
should seem to compensate for poverty, or neglect, or j 
the absence of applause—such a rare soul could perhaps 
restore the lost dignity of Music, and justify her claim to 
of cultured mind than of trained muscle. 
PARENTS AND PUPILS. 
Parents are more at fault than the teacher if the pupil 
does not make a success of his music. The teacher is 
with the pupil the hour, the parent a large part of the 
time has the pnpil in the home under-'control, or should 
well as the mind learns the passage and a mistake 
becomes nearly impossible. It will be found that all 
pianists who play with certainty and.without break, give 
much attention to fingering. This was true to the fullest 
| degree with Thalberg. The underlying principle is. that 
all pianism depends on automatic movements and these 
can be acquired only by exact repetitions of a passage 
over and over, including fingering as well as notes, and 
that in a true time opfrhythm. In fact, including every¬ 
thing that goes to make a perfect performance. It 
hardly need oe added, that the absolute perfection that 
this demands can only be controlled by alow practice. 
s? it?) 
j 
NON-THINKING MUSIC STUDENTS. 
BY A. L. MANCHESTER. 
There are. many problems »-confronting the music 
teacher, and the activity so manifest in the musical pro- 
sire. This is not true of indifferent pupils only. There As it is we must be incisive and logical iri our teaching 
are many earnest students who really expect the teacher and bring to the level of our students the mind that is 
to do for them the brain-work they mustdo themselves in the inventors and improvers of our helps and 
if they succeed. methods. 
The fact of the matter is they do not know how to Above all, broad musicianship must be taught. It is 
study music, and much of our earnest effort goes over not enough for the pianist to be able to play. He must 
fession evinces the efforts now being made for their their heads. As I have before said, they think it a know more of his art than the mere appurtenances of his 
a . th matter of time, and what they call practice. 
'71* r ad i of mus al b sto y sees jreat prog ess in * sry different pra ti - ho vei jr 
It requires es] e ial line, 
Music has history, form, aesthetics and a literature. 
the science of music generally and the art of teaching The notes do not appeal to them as do the letters in The pupil must know these, be interested in them, 
especially, some other text-book. They are merely notes, not have companionship with them, and even dwell in them, 
In all the departments of musical study methods have wordsp phrases, sentences, etc. A melody is simply a if he is to think musically, 
developed. Teachers are reading, investigating and tune, nothing more. Harmonies are simply well- or ill- The habit of analysis must be inculcated. The stu- 
thinking more than ever before. They are casting aside sounding, but express no connected ideas, no shades of dent should not accept certain things as . matters of 
the traditional routine methods and applying new and color. They seem to think that expression is only sen- course, but should analyze them and endeavor to learn 
mOre logical ways of developing musical science and tijnentalism. Their attention is largely or completely the why and wherefore. The teacher who arouses this 
skill. 'absorbed in the playing of the notes, one by one. habit does much to decrease the nujnber of non-think- 
Cohfining "ourselves to piano study, we find that with Music is not a logical, well-rounded study to them, but ing piano students. The tendency of late musical pub- 
the development of the instrument the requirements of only a peculiar sort of drill by which they learn to play licatiOns is toward giving the student more thinking to 
performance have advanced, so that greater skill is neces- the piano. - do. The various and numerous works on music are but 
sary. Mozart would not be considered such a prodigy, Now, what is the remedy? Many earnest students the outcome of the felt want for thinking rather than 
as a pianist, to-day as he was in his own time. The in- fail to grasp the right conception of their work. They non-thinking music studentB. 
creased demand on the pianist’s technique, caused by have earnest, thoughtful teacherB who use good methods, This is a broad subject and cannot be exhausted by 
the enlarged range of piano musici resulting from a more and progress is made, but not what it should be. What is one paper. 
perfect instrument, renders necessary new and more the difficulty? They do not think. They may imagine The remedy for non-thinking music students certainly 
effective methods of study. And while technique is not they do, but they do not really, logically, systematically lies with the teacher, 
the all of piano playing, it is absolutely necessary for it think. 
to be as perfect as possible in order to admit of a free Now the problem is to teach the student to apply the THE HEW FIELD FOE PIANO COMPOSITION 
emission of the intellectual and emotional characteristics same brain-work to his piano-study and practice as he OPENED BY THE JANKO KEYBOAED. 
of music. would use in any other subject. The same reasoning -— 
Many piano students know, from sad experience, the from cause to effect must be done, and, if necessary, the EMIL LIEBLING- 
wearisome, discouraging toil by which is acquired this student must be taught the first steps in reasoning. At a time when conservative musicians have longed 
freedom from technique. I use the expression, freedom Activity among musical thinkers and teachers alone for a respite from the ever-increasing demand for and 
from technique advisedly, because when technique is will not do the work. The science of music may ad- development of piano technique, we find ourselves con- 
perfect then are we free from it. It is automatic. vance, its nature be better understood, new and better fronted with a daring innovation in the shape of the 
The toil spoken of above has not always brought the methods may be evolved, aids discovered, and all that; imp^ovemen^in^ the development°o/ X°“e?hni<S 
longed-for result, and many a one has toiled in vain. but. unless the pupil shares in the discovering process, resources of the piano, but, under the skillful hands 
This became so apparent that thinkers began to evolve our problem is not in a way of solution. of its inventor, fairly overwhelms the listener with an 
a new line of technical development, which has resulted In some way we must cause our pupils to share in the ava^nc^e ,?^ surprises. That a great many of them 
in a lessening of time and nervous expenditure, and developing of our theories and methods. And we must no mean8 detr'ct^ from their effectiveness. Most of 
given opportunities for a broader range of study. use our aids in a manner which will arouse investigation them could absolutely not be reproduced. The main 
 N  FI  F E PI  P SITI  
PE E    J  E E . 
EMIL LIEBLING. 
t a time when conservative musicians have longed 
amjB. iLo u u r u u ui r uucosiuwu, uu u u r ,, x , . , , ,, ... . , ■ . 
,, . , Janko keyboard,” which not only promises an 
, , rovement  elopment of the technical 
\a
, . . , ,, . , 7, , . . , on the ordinary piano would be classed as tricks by 
^
It is not necessary to detail the various methods and upon the part of the student. question is: Will the Janko keyboard aid us in playing 
devices which have contributed to this result. Suffice it The lessons must be so given as to cause questionings tke mu8*c a^eady written more convqniehtly, and thus 
to say that in the line of methods, Mason’s “ Two Finger in the student’s mind. These questionings will arouse it °be partfcuferiy valuabfe in'opening6 new avenues 
Exercises,” Mathews’ “ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” thought. Thought once aroused will become, by judi- of effect, and thus give the composers of the present 
and the books lately published, teeming with brain-work, cions guidance, stronger and more independent. and future an opportunity for composing piano music of 
show the thoughtfulness of the teacher as well as the The reason for every finger movement and its relation a different order than could otherwise have possibly been 
, a , r, ,, . . , ... written? The writer is willing to leave the first question 
drift ot the teaching. And further, science has been to touch should be plainly taught in a way that will make in abeyance, while unhesitatingly affirming the latter. 
invoked, and the Brotherhood Technicon and the Virgil the student anxious to know more regarding it. Whether those pianists who adopt the new keyboard 
Practice Clavier have been brought to our aid. Physiology, as applied to piano-playing, should be will later on return to the fleshpots of yore remains to be 
All this shows thought upon the part of the teacher; taught in connection with technique. saen- Mf- Jaako hitm8e^8 a thoroughly equipped artist 
but what about the student l ihat there are many think- I have found a description of the transmission from be found to do most effective execution on any keyboard, 
ing students is doubtless true ; but are they in the ma- the mind to4he muscle of the motions in piano-playing This invention has much to recommend it at first sight; 
jority ? My experience has shown me that the average to be a potent factor in arousing a thoughtful interest under his hands it is irresistible and most sensational. 
music student approaches his study with widely different upon the part of the student Whether it is destined to^supplant the present mode of 
..a, , „ , , , . . , / , , disciplining the young and torturing the aged is beyond 
ideas, it he have any at all, from those employed in any And when this transmission'sjllustfated by the Tech- tbe scope of these lines. Mr. Janko’s performances 
other study in which he may be engaged. Music, he im- nicon, and it is explained how this action becomes auto- from a purely musical point of view are delightfully 
agines, is very dssrerent from anything else, and only matic, and can be applied to the various arm, wrist and interesting and far in advance of most of the piano 
requires a music teacher, a piano and so many hours of finger touches, it does a vast deal toward provoking Pukkc are Create to. menca 
practice per day. As. for active brain-work in learning thoughtful investigation and concentration of mind in -.- 
to-play the piano, there is no need of it. The exercise practice. # ' A NEW C H ANNEL FOB 3ENEV0I HN0 
or piece, if played often enough, will come all right. The value of the Technicon lies as much, I think, in _„ 
A NEW CHANNEL FOE BENEVOLENG 
Pianistic skill is only a matter of talent and time. It is the train of thought it suggests as to the psychological The Btude would reqnest its readers to show the fol- . 
true that tormer methods of teaching have somewhat relation of the mind to the muscular movements of piano- lowing paragraph, written by Theodore Thomas, to the 
The routine of five- playing and the opportunity it gives for demonstrating rich men of their acquaintance :— 
“ Rich men are constantly endowing hospitals and 
lieges, but it never enters their heads that the, thing 
conduced to this Btate of affairs. - 
ringer exercises practiced so long each day (with the this fact, as in the purely muscular training. u Bic  en are constantly endo ing hospitals and 
mind wandering all over creation), fifteen or twenty It illustrates mind control of motion so clearly, and “ There Aplenty 
minutes ot scales (practiced in the same manner), dry arouses into activity the mind of the student to such an Qf talent here; but the lack of endowed musical insti- 
studies without an iota of music, intellectual or other- extent, that it is invaluable in the solution of the prob- tntions keeps that talent latent. Musical progress is 
wise, in them, is a prescription more apt to aggravate lem before us. And herein lies the value of all such checked ana we seem to ret* ‘grade. , . 
than to care the di.eMe, With tha new line, of ttonght, inventions. 
the many earnest, original and thoughtful teachers, and Each particular part of music study must have do r;cb men, I ask, keep on endowing a new college 
the aids now within reach, it would seem that a change thought-arousing methods used, and the relationship of somewhere, when the old colleges could* be rendered 
should be felt. Doubtless these will have and are having the parts shown. The fact that the development of one greater and more useful by additional endowments? A 
their effect; but in spite of lectures, minute directions thing tends to the opening up of another, leads the SmenTo^ldS^bqcome national inIte sc-p^. CTW.- 
ana exhortations on this very subject, the majority of student to see the whole structure of musical science and have arrived at that point where we must begin our 
pupils still allow their minds to wander and the fingers broadens his musicianship. musical career as a nation. The old world an<^Rs ways 
still move mechanically. They let the teacher do If it were possible for the teacher to make some pun- do not fit in here - there is a lack of homogeneity and a 
all the thinking and planning. With a most touching gent remark in each lesson, which would attract the cSSf1 to engraft tbe%xoticplit. , . 
do t fit i  ere $ t ere is a lack f ho ogeneity and a 
stubborn refusal to assimilate. We have to work out 
our own course, and not try to engraft the exotic plant. i - c iiccj -v , , , w . uu atj. uu uu ijr u cukj 
display 01 confidence they place themselves completely attention of the student and- linger in his memory, %ee Stop sending pupils to Europe to h 
in the hands of the teacher to be moulded as he may de- could do much to hasten the solution of the problem, here and prove egregious failhres.” 
ave them come back 
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WHEN TO BEGIN THE STUDY Of THE PIANO. 
BY EUGENE B, AYRES* 
• •It has always bees a doubtful question. No one has 
been able to settle it for all time, and for all minds. 
Like all other two-sided questions, it has found no small 
number of novices who were perfectly sure of knowing 
all that was to b< known about it Nevertheless, the 
question still remains to be considered in many of its 
bearings. , . 
; Some one said that the ■study 'of ;masie .ghoald.'be com¬ 
menced about 160 years before the child is born. Some 
would urge us to take our first lessons almost in infancy. 
‘ As - arly as th e lild is alb t • learn th names' o 1 tl e 
keys it is ab - to g i piano-a id j % ei ri ast, ’ w 
told. Some teachers are accustomed to say “the earlier 
the better.?’ These advocates of such early study would 
argue after this fashion. The child’s fingers are already 
nimble; wait a few years and this necessary flexibility 
can be acquired only by protracted and painstaking 
Btudy.” This is, however, a flimsy argument, and will 
not bear close examination, One might say that 
Theology should be begun in early childhood because a 
child’s religious sensibilities are so easily trained. But 
every one knows that such a study requires many other 
things besides a religious nature. Pianoforte playing 
makes numerous demands not only upon the fingers, but 
also, ancl especially, upon the mind and heart. Is it 
worth ten years' daily practice to retain the childlike 
flexibility ? The truth is, the hand of the adult is not 
necessarily rigid, and the disadvantages are not half so 
great as many would have us believe. 
Let us suppose two^cases: One of these is that of a 
person who begins the practice of the piano at five years 
of age ; he continues faithful, devoting one hour a day 
for fifteen long and tedious years. This long-suffering 
toiler thus surrenders 4600 hours before he reaches the 
age of twenty. The other supposed case is that of one 
who begins his work at the age of fifteen ; he gives two 
hours a day to the same work for five years and arrives 
at the age of twenty having expended only 3000 hours at 
the piano. Other things being equal, the second has 
decidedly the advantage as a piano player, besides 
having saved 1600 hours. It may be replied that the 
hours spent in early childhood were not so valuable as 
the extra hours given after fifteen. But they should be 
made as useful, and as profitable, if possible. Let us 
see if they may not be thus utilized : there is no better 
period in human life in which to learn languages. This 
is now an undisputed fact. A child of five may already 
be master of two or three languages if properly taught. 
The 1500 hours saved, according to the above estimate, if 
systematically devoted to the study of French, German, 
■’ Italian and Spanish, would give a child a working know¬ 
ledge of all these tongues. This is simply what he 
ojight to acquire, in addition to his regular school train- 
ing, in the hours saved by postponing his music lessons. 
Having acquired also Latin and Greek in regular course, 
the boy who has had first-class advantages ought to 
arrive at twenty not only a pianist possessing a high 
degree of skill, but also a scholar of dignity and an artist 
of high literary tastes. • 
This course would also in most cases be decidedly 
more satisfactory to the student even while the work is 
being done. For nothing is more tedious and distasteful 
to the average child than piano practice of the profitable, 
sort. -Even those who are most gifted, musically, are 
often most averse to laborious practice. It is sheer folly 
to judge a little child’s musical talent by its fondness for 
the instruction book. 
Some one will say that this early study of the key¬ 
board is necessary for the child’s proper development, 
musically. This argument is more plausible; but it is 
easily met* In these days it is conceded that the musi¬ 
cian feust learn singing as fundamental to any other 
musical training. Singing will surely develop the mu¬ 
sical sense much more effectively than piano playing.: 
Thus his musical sense should have opportunity to -mani¬ 
fest itself, and to develop naturally. Having learned to 
read readily, and to enter into the spirit of vocal music, 
THE ETUDE. 
piano study will not be so much like purposeless drudgery. 
Of course no rule will prove expedient for all. . Occa¬ 
sionally-the world will have to deal with a young Mozart, 
who is likely to prove irrepressible, and make times and 
seasons for himself. _ But it Is not desirable that we 
should attempt to make Mozarts of all our children. 
Indeed we cannot be perfectly sure, that Mozart would 
A ht ve bet n bett * • fl and ev o t - e use ski to iis art 
if he had not been so oveilwortlid in-early childhood. 
The question is sometimes asked: “ Why do precocious 
children so often fail to achieve distinction in after years ?” 
The answer is simple. Nature never intended that a 
child should pose as a prodigy. The endowments of a 
child are gifts too precious to be trifled with. It is 
coarse and vulgar, and almost unpardonable, in one who 
has in his keeping the talents of a child, to press these 
rare gifts into prominent places, for public exhibition. 
My child’s endowments are not mine, and I have no 
right to use them in any such manner. On the contrary, 
it is my privilege, and imperative duty, to preserve 
r these powers, and to give them ever possible opportunity 
for healthful growth and expansion. Too much attention 
to music in early life is a waste of valuable time, and a 
sin against the intellect, the emotional nature, and the 
nervous system. 
This does not profess to be an exhaustive statement 
of the great principles here involved, but it is submitted 
to the readers of. The Etude in the hope pf provoking 
further discussion. : 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS USED BY THE 
00NSERVAT0EY OF MUSI0, MT. PLEASANT, 
IOWA. 
How many classes of scales are there? 
How many modes are there of the diatonic scale-? 
What is the difference between a diatonic and chro¬ 
matic half step ? Give examples of each. 
How does the minor scale differ from the major? 
. How many forms of the minor scale are there ? 
Describe the different forms. 
Is there such a thing as a chromatic scale in E or D 
or F, etc. ? 
If so, write the chromatic scales in E and in D fiat. 
What signature does the minor scale receive ? 
What is an interval? 
How are intervals named ? 
How many classes of intervals does the major scale 
give, counting from one? 
When these intervals are enlarged, what are they 
called? 
Can they all be enlarged ? 
In what manner are they enlarged ? 
When perfect and major intervals are made smaller, 
what are these intervals called ? 
Are perfect and major intervals made smaller in the 
same way ? 
Are there any other intervals besides perfect ones that 
can be diminished ? 
Name the two intervals that cannot be diminished. 
Whati&meant by inverting an interval ? 
What effect does inversion produce ? 
All intervals are divided into how many classes, ac¬ 
cording to the effect they produce ? 
Define a consonance. 
Define a dissonance. 
Which intervals are dissonances ? 
What chord is the foundation of all harmony ? 
How is it obtained ? ‘ jjr 
The triad on the first tone or tonic of the major scale 
consists of what kind of intervals ? 
What kind of a triad is it? 
On which other tones of the major scale are major 
triads ? 
State the difference between a major and a minor triad. 
Which tones of the major scale carry minor triads? 
Which tones of the minor scale? 
Which tones of the minor scale carry major triads ? 
What kind of intervals does a diminished triad consist 
of? 
Where is the diminished triad found in the major 
scale ? j ■ - 
Where in the minor ? 
What kind of a triad is on the third tone of the minor 
scale ? 
Give the first rule for combining chords. 
How many voices are needed for full harmony ? 
When two chords have not a tone in common, what 
wrong progressions are likely to be made ? 
How are they avoided ? 
Gan a diminished fifth follow a perfect fifth ? 
What is the progression from a dominant to a tonic 
called ? • - 
Give the names of the two principal cadences. 
What is a half cadence ? 
What is a deceptive cadence ? 
When is a triad said to be inverted? 
Give the names of the inversions. 
Which tone of a triad is usually the best to double? 
In which triad is it forbidden to double the third ? 
Why? 
When may the third of a triad be doubled, even be¬ 
tween bass and soprano ? 
State the difference of treatment which the diminished 
triad on the leading tone receives from the triads on the 
other tones. 
Is this diminished-triad used in original position? 
Gan a-eorrect progression be made in the minor mode 
from VI to V, if the first of ■VI is doubled ? 
Describe a sequence and give an example. 
What is a seventh chord ? 
On which triad does a seventh chord resolve itself? 
Give the names of the inversions of the seventh 
chord. ■ 
Describe the resolution of the seventh chord, both in 
original position and inversions. 
Gan a seventh chord resolve itself upon a seventh 
chord? If so, give an example. 
Give the names of the altered chords, state where 
they are derived from, and give the interval which is 
altered. 
Which voice must sing the altered tone? 
Construct augmented sixth chords according to two 
methods on all the tones of D major, and write their 
resolutions. 
What is a modulation ? 
Which chord is it which produces a modulation ? 
Are there many ways of reaching the dominant of the 
new key? 
Give the first and simplest way. « 
What chord is peculiarly fitted to prepare the way for 
the entrance of the dominant of the new key? 
On which part of the measure must it enter ? 
Describe the method of modulating by means of triads 
from any given key to other keys far removed. 
Modulate from I to II (in major mode) and return; 
also from I to III and return. Use key of E. Also, 
modulate from C sharp to A flat, and from D flat to E. 
In how many ways is the diminished seventh chord 
employed for modulating ? 
Modulate from C to A flat by means of an augmented 
sixth chord, by means of the diminished seventh chord, 
and by means of triads (not degreewise). 
Can a triad be employed in order to introduce in¬ 
stantly the dominant seventh chord of a distant key ? 
Modulate from C to B by means of the dominant sev¬ 
enth chord. 
What is a suspension ? 
What is the peculiar characteristic of the suspension ? 
Give the rules governing suspensions. 
Can a suspension in the bass occur before any other 
interval than the third ? 
What is a passing note ? State the difference between 
it and a suspension. 
Describe the proper position of the player at the 
piano. 
Describe the position of the hand on the keyboard. 
Describe the touch from the knuckle. 
From the wrist. 
From the middle joint of the finger. 
From the elbow. 
Describe the compound touches. 
What is meant by legato nlaying? 
When is the touch from the knuckle used? 
When the touch from the middle joint of the finger ? 
When both together? 
What relation do the arm muscles bear to the execu¬ 
tion of a good touch ? 
Give the rule for fingering chords. 
For fingering scales commencing with white-keys. 
That for fingering scales beginning with black keys. 
What is the name of the musical sentence ? 
What is the name of the smallest part of the period t 
A period must have at least how many phrases ? 
The period usually has how many forms ? 
Must a period always end with a perfect cadence ? 
State the musical form in which period formation is 
the least prevalent. . ’ 
Describe the two! and .three-part primary form. 
Describe the construction of the first movement of a 
sonate. „ 
Outline the first Eondo form. Also the Scherzo. 
What is a symphony ? 
The narrow-minded ask: .*? Is this one of our tribe,pr 
is he a stranger ? ’ ’ But to those who are of a noble dis¬ 
position the whole world is but one family.—ffilopadcssciy 
246 B.C. 
Pay heed to the books . that are recommended by 
famous men; they may not contain all that is best for 
you, but you can know them only to your own good and 
gain.—Thomas Tapper, - 
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a) The chroma qf a composition, like the “tone” of a 
painting, involves a central quality, or color, and in¬ 
tensity qftone. The color, or quality, cannot he repre¬ 
sented, and the intensity can he only approximately in¬ 
dicated by the dynamic signs, nf,p etc. All shading of 
quality and intensity must he from this central tint, and 
he in artistic proportion. The central intensity of color 
in this song is best represented by a soft nf, and all shad¬ 
ing will he of a subdued character, no violent or exag¬ 
gerated intensities. - 'i 
b ) The follotoing phrasing 
may he preferable because qf the free onward stoing- of 
the rhythm to the point qf climax, the f’$-, and because the 
turn does not usually embellish the closing tone of a 
phrase, but after careful study the reading qf HugoRie- 
man has in this instance been adopted., __ 
C) The interpolated eighths and quarters etc., are me¬ 
lodic-indices—The most careful'study of the melodic ideas 
in the accompaniment in respect of both their grammati - 
cal and rhetorical phrasing, their unity and forms qf shad¬ 
ing, is as essential as the study qf the melody .The harmon - 
ic and unity must also be clearly conceived. 
d) The foot (pedal) will need to be used far legato and sus¬ 
taining the harmony very many times throughout the piece. 
Only a careful study qf a singing legato, and the points of 
harmonic interest will reveal when the foot is needed. A 
light foot touch will suffice for the most qf the song. Read 
the Introduction for further remarks regarding the use qf 
the foot. 
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S'*Note the harmonic change qf bfrom ffthto third of 
the mediant seventh chord. It must, therefore, be sung 
with impressive emphasis, and develop in intensity to the 
c. The f of the inner voice as harmonic modulator must be 
not only clearly enunciated but resolvg. into the c of the 
next measure. / 
f) The phrase marking of the idjs&ttions, is the usual vi¬ 
olin - bowing form, but it fails, as qften to represent the 
motive structure of the period. The melodic inner voice 
must receive especial attention. This intermediate passage 
has an agitato tinge, but ends with a broad reposeful 
phrase, almost dramatic in its intensity. The melody as a 
whole is non legato, that is, not as though detached but 
each tone ivith the individual emphasis the violinist pro - 
duces by using a single bow for each tone, 
g") ffrc cannot agree with Rieman’s reading of this passage‘ 
which classes the period on b, bar 40, with a trimeter 
phrase. We have a one measure interlude which is in re 
ality a prelude to the re-entry of the theme, and b, bar 40 
is the bass tone of the dominant ninth, second inversion and 
resolves to c. The f belongs to another voice. 
h)The seventh, a, is a harmonic and melodic refinement 
that calls for especial expressiveness in its intonation Car¬ 
ry it in thought over to the g, next bar. 
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1) To be ideally conceived as three voiced, the a must de¬ 
velop in intensity to g§} the harmonic climax. Melodic ally 
significant are f e,d,<u Observe also the repetition qf this 
idea in the next phrase. 
■ k) This b determines the harmony as dom: seven - nine 
and-must melodically resolve to a, bar 87, thus establish¬ 
ing the resolution in the tonic toith a suspension qf the up¬ 
per voices. The foot must sustain this tone and also the harmony 
l) Pizzicato. 
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MUSICAL LITESATUEE-WHAT TO BEAD. 
THE ETTJDE. 
up some such work as Fillmore’s “ First Lessons in 
Musical History. ' The first chapter furnishes much. 
_ matter for discussion. Let each one bring a i written 
In all professions, there is a necessity for doing a answer to the question Why do you study music? Read! 
special kind of reading relating to the branch to which ta® an8Wers aloud and dl8ca8a them- Discu88 the dif‘ 
one professes to belong. The clergyman reads works on ferenc.e biet^een talent aad genius, which is touched 
B1 3USAS ANDRBW8 RICB 
theology, keeps up with the new books which come out 
in Ilia line, subscribes to and reads the leading church 
and theological publications, and seeks to inform him¬ 
self on all topics connected with his profession. In like 
manner does the author, the lawyer, the physician. 
upon in the first chapter. A bright teacher can do much 
to make luch ar evening pleasant and profitable. 
The art and science of music is slowly taking its 
rightful place. In not many years the careless and in¬ 
different teacher will find his occupation gone, "We'are 
Musicians, as a class, fail to recognize the value of ,8covermg that it takes brains to study music. Every 
musical literature. To be sure, we have not a very large ampd;iou8 teacher should^ avail himself of every means 
list to choose from, and what we have is not always jatrea815I bis usefulness. Of these, the reading of 
attract-, to a cultivated reader. ‘ mu icalliteral are is one of themost aluable and potent. 
To the teacher musical literature is as much a ne- T 
cessity as is his instrument or voice. He must so A FEW COMMENTS. 
tly aw fro I is reset ce 3 1 at - BT J0HN a yAN CLETE 
way the supply is not kept up, he soon finds his stock ■■■-—— 
exhausted. We take it for granted that the teacher has To C.R.—Ques. Do you think it necessary for girls 
a knowledge of the principal historical epochs, main hi their teens to study harmony ! 
events in the lives of the composers, and'a. good knowl¬ 
edge, of the. theoretical'.'part yof-music. 
Now comes the question, What to read ? First, all 
the reliable musical journals youican afford to take ; one 
at least, and more if you can. They bring you in con¬ 
tact with the musicians, musical thought and methods 
Ans.—Yes, emphatically, I do think it necessary to 
study theory. I see no reason why even a child under 
ten years of age cannot begin to learn some of the fun¬ 
damental and most profound laws of construction. As 
soon as one can count it is possible to begin the study of 
intervals and chords. As to a book, they are all open 
of the day. In most of them are question and answer to serious objections. Out of the score or more with 
, departments which are invaluable. You find what is which I am acquainted my choice at present is for that of 
being done musically, all over the world. By all means, Mr. Howard, recommended by The Etude. A girl who 
have a musical periodical. It is a good plan to preserve now practices three hours a day and no theory, were 
the numbers and have them bound for reference. better to practice two and a half hours a day with one 
As to books, Mr. L. C. Elson has written some very half hour spent systematically in the study of musical 
good works relating to general musical information, science, for by this study only can one become a musi- 
His “ Curiosities of Music” is very interesting. His cian, and only when one is a musician is it possible to 
“German Songs and Song Writers” has been highly play the piano so^ as, to make music upon it, which is the 
commended by the foreign press. Henry Finch’s book chief reason why the instrument is made and why it is 
of essays is read a great deal. Several books are highly played, or .shall I change it into the subjunctive, and say 
commended in the columns of The Etude, most of them should be ? 
of especial value to piano teachers. Perhaps no book To J. M.—Ques. How shall the ear be trained to 
on musical topics is more widely-read than Amy Fay’s recognize intervals, chords, modulations, etc. 
“Music Study in Germany.” Haweis’s “Music and Ans.—Your question is significant of a healthful drift 
Morals ” is very entertaining, although one may not in our general musical life, namely, that people are 
endorse all his views. Ehlert’s “ Letters on Music ” are beginning to listen with analytical attention, and no 
very good. Upton’s “ Woman in Music ” is also good, longer are satisfied to let music float over them like a 
and his series of volumes on the “ Standard Oratorios, fragrant perfume on the wings of a passing breeze. 
Operas, Cantatas and Symphonies” are excellent for a Out of the current of music deep thoughts may be 
teacher to own. Wieck’s “Piano and Song” contains gathered if we have only the means for catching the 
much that is helpful for a young teacher. Pauer’s things, so subtile and so divine as they are. An exeel- 
* ‘ Elements of the Beautiful in Music ’ ’ is very pleasantly lent attempt at this sort of thing was made by Dr. Ritter, 
written. “Hector Berlioz,” by Apthorp, is a good of Yassar College. But after all, the training of the ear 
account of a very eccentric musician. Wagner, ‘ ‘Art Life 
and Theories” should be read by every musician. 
Moscheles’ “Recent Music and Musicians” is most 
interesting. Musical fiction is not very good, as a rule. 
is the matter of a lifetime. During the last twenty-five 
yeafs I can easily remember at least a dozen stages in 
my own proficiency, which is not yet absolutely mature. 
At the age of fifteen I remember a schoolmate who was 
“ Charles Auchester ” shows one the poetical side of distinguished for his power of picking up music “ by the 
music. “ The First VioHn,” by Jessie Fothergill, gives ear,” as we called it in a jocose fashion, and I felt quite 
one an ideal of musical life. “A Teacher of the Violin,” envious because I thought I did not possess the power, 
by J. H. Shorthouse, is a beautiful story. “ Robert Fal- I began, however, to listen^—to remember how certain 
coner,” by. George McDonald, has some interesting intervals and combinations sounded, to associate the 
matter for the musician, while not classed strictly as mental conception with the physical impression, and at 
musical literature. first I knew all intervals, then chords, then the general 
For the teacher who has had only technical training, key or tonality, then the more complex harmonies, then 
I should like to recommend the course of Btudy laid out suspensions of all sorts, progressions, and by listening to 
by the Society Tor Study at Home. Information con- scores of orchestral concerts the power to distinguish 
cerning the work pursued msjy be obtained from Miss instrumental groups arose ; to trace the primary, secon- 
A. E. Ticknor, 71 Marlboro foreet, Boston, Mass. The dary and tertiary thoughts, to follow four or five distinct 
only fee is $2.00 upon joining, and one ean rent necessary lines of thought at the same time and so associate what 
books at the rate of one-half cent a day. The course is I heard with what had gone before; thus detecting the 
practical and helpful. 
But some one asks, How shall we obtain these works 
in small country towns ? Interest your pupils and friends 
in reading them, and apply to the library for them. 
musical logic, a term which is significant as a fact, 
although some outside barbarians say that music has no 
logic. Thus I am absolutely certain, from .personal 
experience, that the power to read musical composition 
, Libraries generally furnish books for which there is a from the audible impression with as much fluency and 
demand. Or, form a book club, and buy Beverai, After accuracy as from 
they are read, let the (different members keep those they Whether it can 1 
wish. j -j not I am not prepi 
As to methods ‘©Threading, a teacher’s life is crowded analytical power v 
so full that he must read when he finds time. It is a we derive from 
the printed page, may be acquired. 
be acquired by every temperament or 
ared to say. But in exact ratio to this 
will be the intellectual enjoyment which 
music and the amount of distinct 
good plan for a teacher to read with his pupils. One 
evening a week could be very pleasantly spent in taking 
impression which we es.. he ft m its perform 
You ask, again, if the power of improvisation can be 
_ 91 
acquire- by ough e id . • if lack of t mplies 
lack of < : . 
Ans.—This is really two questions. : In answer to the 
firBt I would say no. - Time and again I have been asked 
by students if I could teach them how to improvise ; time 
and again I have made strenuous efforts, and have failed. 
Improvising m y bt greatly enla rg d elab rated .5 
perfect d 1 ence t it is, I beli al solute 
gift of Nature. I have known persons who scarcely 
knew the scale of E flat major from that of A minor, 
who by some strange inborn instinct could stumble 
about upon the keyboard and extract suitable chords 
with which to support any given plain melody, while at 
the otlfeitextreme I have known musiciatis whose intelli¬ 
gence could thread the darkest intricacies of thought, 
and whose fingers would deliver with faultless accuracy 
compositions so complex that nothing but the closest at- 
tent >n evealed > you heth '.hi* played coi atiy *>? 
incorrectly, and yet the compositions of these musicians 
;re dry anc i1-',* improvi * on were ot -1- ’ ical 
na *i kwardness tfo, iprovisat 1 n »t be ibso 
; lutely learned, any more than the art of making poetry. 
To adapt Horace’s famous dictum, the improvising musi¬ 
cian is “born, not made.” Does this lack of improvising 
talent imply a serious want in a musical nature ? Again 
—no: it does indicate a limitation, but a limitation by no 
means fatal, and possibly in these days of over composi¬ 
tion and enormous over-production it is well that a few of 
us cannot produce any more works, either extempore or 
with malice aforethought. There 1b as much genius in 
reproducing a work of genius as in producing it, although 
not genius of so glorious or lasting an order. 
Ques, and Ans.—Your pupil who does not like Jen- 
Ben’s Mill and Haydn’s Gipsy Rondo may be limited in 
taste, but is certainly not to blame. No one in the 
world likes all the good music in the world, and I know 
an excellent pianist here in Cincinnati who, though a 
magnificent Beethoven and Liszt player, cannot abide 
Schumann, and quotes with relish and approval Wag¬ 
ner’s stinging criticism upon Schumann, to the effect 
that he had “rhythmical asthma.” The list of pieces 
you ask for could be easily extended to one hundred or 
more. The only difficulty is to know what to omit. I 
will give some, however, at random: Pederewski, Min¬ 
uet in G; Boccharini, Minuet arranged for the piano; 
Minuet in E flat from Mozart’s Symphony; Gavotte in E 
minor, by Silas; Gavotte in F, by Wilson G. Smith; 
Amaryllis, Air by King Louis XIII of France, arranged 
by Ghy; also, a Gavotte Rondo in C, op. 51 Beethoven; 
the Nocturnes of Field, particularly A, B flat, E flat, 
D minor; and among those of Chopin, the one in E flat 
op. 9, F sharp op. -15, B major op. 32, F minor op, 55; 
Liszt’s clever paraphrase upon the Evening Star; Ro- 
manza from Wagner’s Tannhauser, and also Liszt’s 
transcription of Elsa’s Dream, from Wagner’s Lohen¬ 
grin. These are a few, which might easily be multiplied 
ad infinitum. 
Add to the above, Arietta di Balletta from Gluck, by 
Josefly, and also Joseffy’s adaptations from Delibe’s 
Ballet of Sylvia, Waltz Lento and Pizzacati. 
Ques.—You ask if persons who are only able to reach 
a ninth can ever learn to play octaves clearly ? 
Ans.—Yes, emphatically. Chopin could only reach r 
ninth, and yet his compositions are singular 
wide spans—fifths, sixths, tenths, twell as, fifteenth 
and the like. Of course, Chopin did not strike these 
large intervals, but, by a dexterous and instantaneous 
lateral movement-of the wrist caught as many as he 
conveniently could, and sprang to the others. There 
are, however, not wanting many octave passages and 
chords with tones intervening between the tv in the 
works of Chopin, which perforce must >e struck. At 
the present stage-of^pianoforte composition, one. who 
cannot play octaves cars scarcely play the piano at all 
without adopting the new^-keyboard of Von Janko. But 
the tendons of the hand, like every other part of the 
body, yield to patient education; all impatience is emi¬ 
nently dangerous, as was forever attested by Robert 
Schumann and his ruined fourth finger; but the drafts 
on all patient gymnastics Nature will honor. The span 
of thq hand maybe increased at least three semitones 
by careful study. The. eminent pianiste, Madame 
Julie Rive King, is equally^ celebrated for, the smallness 
of her hand ana the power of her performance. She 
told me that by study she so widened the girth of the 
knuckles as to completely distort her gloves and require 
special ones made. Nothing is worse for a pianist than 
to approach the piano for public performance, with a 
pair of fashionably-tight kid gleves on the hands. _ Either 
do not wear gloves or have them made very wide "and 
loose. Rubinstein, when young, used corks to stretch 
his fingers, and was* so over-zealous that he. caused the 
web of-the fingers to bleed. Of pourse, this I do not 
recommend; but.ajudicious use of Dr. Jackson’s corks 
or Brotherhood’s Technicon for stretching the. fingers, 
and a great variety of gymnastics that might be devised, 
united with a careful study of octave practice upon the 
keyboard, and wide stretcheB in the super-legato prac¬ 
tice of arpeggios, will cause even The stubbornest and 
smallest ancL tightest hand to gain compaBS without 
losing its elasticity. ; 
Questions an3 ^nsweijs. 
Ques.—1. In practice, should the student confine 
himself to tine piece until it is mastered, or may he study 
several at a time? 
2. Is there a work published giving an outline of 
study for the piano student from the beginning to the 
end of his course? If so give its name and publisher’s 
address. _ ■ 
3. What advantage to the study of piano playing is a 
thorough knowledge of the elements of vocal music and 
sight singing? 
Aj?s,—1. A student who-'has passed beyond the first 
grades should study at the same time one of the £tudes, 
say for instance Heller’s, and a piece of sheet or classi¬ 
cal music by some standard writer, and also be reviewing 
and putting the finishing, touches on some piece that he 
began weeks before. This gives variety, and by con¬ 
quering th( lifficultii f the piece, and getting i to the 
• nt vher* most pupils wot Id p nsi i« i it fini i d an 1 
laying it by for a few weeks, then taking it up for the 
study of its phrasing and expression, perhaps memoriz¬ 
ing it, it seems to ripen and grow into the musical fibres 
of the player, And he can thus work it up to a higher 
degree of finish without getting tired of it. 
2. Yes. Catalogues of the best music schools and 
conservatories publish such courses. There is also a 
little pamphlet by Reinecke called “What Shall We 
Play,’ ’ which you should read. The Etude will some day 
publish a course. 
3. You here ask a very important question. Unfortu¬ 
nately in piano playing a student puts down the key, and 
accepts the resulting tone as correct as to pitch and 
quality. But in singing he cannot make a given tone 
without thinking its pitch and being governed by its 
tonic relationship. In short, in singing he must think 
music, mast, have in his mind an image or ideal, and 
make his voice give a living production of it. But as 
before said, one can play the piano, without thinking 
music in the least. He can read the notes as so many 
A’s, B’s, or C’s. One of the most important things a 
teacher should attend to, is leading his pupils to think 
innsic. They should be taught to anticipate the whole 
phrase, and feel its approaching climax, even in the 
easy grades of music. In some instances it helps a 
pupil if you tell him “to let the music sing jn his heart,” 
just as if he mentally heard it. As an illustration, let 
him take any tune he is thoroughly familiar with and 
think how it would sound. Ask him if he cannot 
realize it. letting it run through his mind, like silently 
reading a poem. C. W. L. 
Ques.—I have been through Beyer’s “ Instructor.” 
Would you advise me to take dementi’s Sonatinas ? 
J. K. 
Ans —Some of the'movements of Clementi’s Sona¬ 
tinas are quite musical, but I would hardly advise them 
at this stage of your progress. W. S. B. Mathews has 
edited a set of formative pieces that are particularly 
musical and pleasing, and of great value in developing 
taste and style. After which, there are some fine anno¬ 
tated editions of Heller’s fCtndes, which can be thor¬ 
oughly recommended. With these should be taken 
pieces of sheet music, such as any good teacher will 
recommend to yon. C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—What space of time do gface notes occupy? 
For instance, in Mendelssohn’s Song Without Words, 
No. 30 (Spring Song). The piece is written in two-four 
time, and the grace notes are written as thirty-second 
notes. 
2. What is an appoggiatura, and what space of time 
does it occupy? w. v. u. 
Aus.—1. The question of grace notes is a very com¬ 
plicated one. _ As a general thing grace notes are played 
, as rapidly as is consistent with clearness, and the time 
ia taken from the principal note, stolen from it, as it 
were. 
% Different writers give different definitions of this 
grace note. In slow music it usually takes half the time 
of its principal, for instance the principal may be a 
half-note, then the. Appoggiatura would be a quarter- 
note, and the principal sung or played as a ouarter-note. 
I would”refer you to Grove’s “Musical Dictionary,” 
pagj» 42 and 75, where many pages are given with 
musical illustrations. The subject is also fully treated 
in the “Dictionary of Musical Terms,” by Stainer and 
Barrett. Also, Nieck’s “ Dictionary,” price $1.00. 
Moore’s “Encyclopedia” and many of the smaller 
musical dictionaries treat the subject in a condensed 
form. It may be said there are so many different views 
ven that it is practically left to the taste of the per- 
ormer. - C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. This question was asked by a pupil. How 
would you know classical music from the other kinds ? 
2. Are sonatasjj^octurnes, etc., by alTeomposers classi- 
8. What term is given to music other than classical, 
such as waltzes, polkas, marches, etc. ? Subscriber. 
t  
Ans.—1. The best, music of the great masters is 
known m classical. There are many definitions given of 
tils word. One is, “ beautiful thoughts, beautifully ex¬ 
pressed.” As a general definition, classical music, 
appeals to the better emotions of the human heart. It 
ia skis to classical- literature,' especially to the best 
poetry. th eision 
whethe the music ty 1 . 1 cal ot, for 
this term cannot be Mven to. music until it ass been pub¬ 
lished long enough to prove acceptable to the great mass 
of musicians of refines musical taste. ■ ' 
2. They are not, although the sonata is a classical 
form.:-..' The nocturnes of John Field, Chopin, and those 
of Schumann are classical. However, there is a great 
variety mi si hal be bro ;ht his term. 
See th< catalogue! of leading mu ie publish® ? for com 
positions of Bach, Haydn, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, 
3ch » >e , S hum n Wi be Cl opin a, I Mendi * n 
3. rhese classes are called popular ausi< Music is 
divided into classical, standard, popular and trash. 
Classical music has already been defined. Standard 
music is that which has been in use long enough to be 
generally acceptable. Mach of that which is now called 
standard will eventually be deemed classical. Popular 
music is of a kind that gratifies the passing taste, but soon 
loses interest. Trash is fitly explained by its name. 
' .- C. W. L. 
Ques.—Is it considered just to charge for a music 
lesson when the pupil has not appeared and has sent no 
word, bat afterwards offers a good excuse, such as sick¬ 
ness, for instance ? Music Teacher. 
Ans.— Every music teacher should have a professional 
card. On this card should be the number of lessons he 
gives in a term, and the prices for one, two, or three 
lessons a week, showing whether the leBsons are by the 
half-hour or hour. Regulations as to missed lessons 
should also be distinctly stated. Then there need be no 
misunderstanding. In common courtesy, if a pupil is 
ill, or unavoidably absent, word should be sent as long 
before the lesson hour as possible, that the teacher may 
have the opportunity to make a profitable use of his 
time. In the above ca&e the teacher would be justified 
in making a charge, but it would hardly be policy to do 
so. C. W. L. 
Ques.—I write to The Etude to find out whether, in 
accenting single notes, the extra force should be gained 
by.stiffening the fingers and striking from the wrist? 
c. R. 
Ans.—No. While the finger may receive aid from 
the arm, it should never be stiffened, but it may exert 
sufficient elastic resistance to produce the desired power 
of tone. The underlying principle of goo'd playing is, 
that when the key begins its descent it should start slowly, 
and increase its velocity until it reaches its fullest depth. 
That would be somewhat as an express train would start, 
and not as a rifle ball would leave the barrel. In order 
to produce this, practically there should be sufficient 
relaxation in the wrist or knuckle joints to allow the 
bend or giving away at these joints, that the key may 
start slowly as above described. When it is desirable to 
accent a single note, a pull touch is better than a direct 
stroke, for when the finger strikes from a height, it 
comes into contact with the key at a greater velocity, thus 
startling the key too quickly, but if, lying on the key, a 
quick pulling stroke is given, the result is a tone of 
superior quality. C. W. L. < 
Ques.—Please inform me what instruction should 
follow that of Mathews’ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner, 
with an apt pupil ? I am using the studies and am much 
pleased with them. l. r. 
Ans.—In the new edition of the “ Twenty Lessons” 
you will find this question answered. Go on with tech¬ 
nic according to Mason’s system, for the sake of the 
musical education that these exercises involve, and take 
the Introduction to Phrasing, along with a few pleasing 
pieces containing running finger work. This is the beat 
advice I can give. At all events do not give up the 
Mason two-finger exercises, for there is nothing in the 
repertory of teaching which will produce the same effect 
upon the touch as these. They are precisely what is 
needed for the preparation for Schumann—whose pieces 
require more touch coloration than those of any other 
composer. W. S. B. M. 
Ques.—1. Is the habit of sliding with the point of the 
fingers while playing scales and arpeggios, so very bad ? 
2. Is it really true that staccato passages can be played 
more rapidly by raising the finger from the joint than by 
flexing it? r. s. 
Ans.—1. In my opinion it is better that the point of 
the fingers do not slide at all upon the keys in practicing 
scales and arpeggios, excepting only when practicing for 
an effect of pearly individuality of the tones.. 
2. It is not true that rapid passages can be played more 
rapidly by raising the fingers from the joint than by 
flexing them. In fast playing there is no time for either. 
The finger is jpnt down, but the raising motion is very 
slight. The faster the playing the less the movement of 
the fingers. Even in the fast two-finger exercise I do 
not desire the point of the finger playing the second tone 
of the motive to move more than about a agarter of an 
inch. Perhaps less. w. 8. B. M. 
Ques.—Would it be advisable for a lady to learn piano 
tuning ? One of my pupils thinks she would like that 
for a profession, and what would be the best way for her 
to proceed? 
Ans.—If she will get about it: in a business-like way, 
there is no reason why she: should not learn the pro¬ 
fession, and make a success of it, provided she has the 
natural gifts, which are} a musical ear that, is true in 
in natior and is sen tive > high a * ! v notes is well 
as to those in the middle of the scale. Add to this, a 
fair amount of mechanical genius which will show itself 
in the ability and desire to “ fix things.” There are a 
few music schools that make a specialty of teaching 
Kuping, where a regular course is given, as well as prac¬ 
tice, together with a course in mpracal acoustics. The 
New England Conservatory at Boston has perhaps the 
best equipment, and all State institutions for the educa¬ 
tion of the blind make a specialty of teaching tuning. 
The writer has no doubt that if piano tuning was more 
generally taken up by women, the public would be better 
served than now. : There are too many of the genus 
“ tramp tuner,” who do not tune well enough to work 
up a home patronage, so they go about the country, 
many times doing much more harm than good to the 
instruments they tamper with. I have found it neces¬ 
sary, in recommending tuners, to look as carefully after 
their honesty, and likelihood of doing good, and not 
poor work, as after their musical ear ; ana whether they 
can actually put 4he instrument in true, smooth tune. 
I feel satisfied that on this score it would be a distinct 
advantage to have more women tuners. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Are not studies just as necessary for good 
technic on the reed organ as on the piano ? If so what 
studies aside from the Organ Instruction books would 
you advise ? The most of the studies seem to be written 
too high for an organ, excepting those of the easiest 
grades. Subscriber. 
Ans.—The two instruments require entirely different 
treatment. It is a lamentable fact that the majority of 
teachers neglect the organ touch, and this touch is as 
necessary for fine organ, as for superior piauo playing. 
The reed organ student should play scales, and arpeggios, 
Mason’8 “ Touch and Technic ” exercises, also his sys¬ 
tem of accented scales and. arpeggios. All these exer¬ 
cises, with and without wind, accenting for the sake of 
finger development, for while strictly speaking the reed 
organ tone cannot be accented, yet the technical drill is 
invaluable. As to Etudes, it is very hard to say what 
should be done. But few are especially adapted to the 
reed organ. Easy selections from works of Bacb, as his 
“ Lighter Compositions, edited for instructive purposes, 
by Franz Kullak, and translated by Theodore Presser,” 
are most valuable. I take it for granted that your ques¬ 
tion is in regard to the reed organ. If for the pipe 
organ, it demands a special course of its own, which 
it would not be practical to outline here. C. W. L. 
Will you please answer the following questions in The 
Etude ? 
Ques —1. Is it injurious to a musical ear to play on a 
piano that is entirely out of tune? I have dis¬ 
cussing the question with friends who use pianos, some 
of which have keys in the treble half a o 1 
think they ought not to allow then;, elves to use a piano 
in such a condition, and had better not play at all. I an 
not a professional musician, and they seem toAhiak.me 
too particular, so I thought it best to ask your opinion 
Is it not better for the instrument to be kept in tune ? 
2. Is there a collection of duetts for the piano, mode 
ately difficult, that you can recommend as of pleasing 
content? J. s. 
Ans.—1. I remember seeing a similar question, some 
years agopi£t\follows: “ Does it hurt a musical ear to Slay an instrument badly out of tune?” Ans.—“ No. 
or any one who—could play such an instrument, has 
only leather ears.” I would not want a pupil to play a 
piano that is very much out of tune. One of the princi¬ 
pal difficulties in piano teaching is to get pupils to use 
their ears, and if the truth were frankly told, .the reason 
teachers many times find it hard to get their pupils to 
practice, is because their pianos are so badly out of tune 
that there is no pleasure in their performance. To play 
on such a piano as described will ruin the musical ear of 
any player. -One. of the most inconsistent things that 
has come under the writer’s attention, is that people 
will spend so much time, anxiety, money and labor, to 
obtain a piano of first-class quality, and yien let it go to 
ruin for lack of proper tuning. It is hard for the average 
person to believe that the tune of a piano has mo.re to dp 
with the pleasure of the listener than the; tone quality, 
yet it is a fact that more pleasure is derived from a piano 
well-tuned, though of inferior quality of tone, than from 
a badly-tuned instrument of the best workmanship. 
- \2. There are many snch collections.. Address the pu 
lisher Df this paper, stating your wish. C. W. L. 
i b- 
The great man is he who in the midst of the crowd 
keeps with.perfect sweetness the serenity of solitude— 
Emerson, 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
MATHEWS. 
' Ques.—1. From a remark overheard recently I am 
led to ask The Etude the following questions. Would 
- ", , ■ , . . fr* ■ , - • _ .. i ■ ■ - 
tell this of a piece of wood, which you happen to touch, everybody in your community knows that you do not 
How much more surely would you find it out if the piece know it all, or even half of it; and that you have not 
of wood were running about the community, affording been off to take in a new idea for the entire ten years 
everybody opportunity to form an opinion. Fim are Buch that you have been posing there as the most advanced 
a piece of wood. If you are still in connection with the minister of music in the town. Do you Buppose that 
root, and there is a sap still circulating through your veins, this being their inside opinion they are going to think 
__:n -I. . ■__j i_ • n.  1.1. tt i • i * . . •. / . . : . • it help or hinder the local deputation and popularity of th^ you will be juicy, and less inflammable. Under provo- any the less of~you because, at last you resolve, and 
music teacher,of average ability if he! should be active in cation you may sizzle a little, but you will not blaze up. perform it, to go away to a summer. Bchool to take in a 
securing Artists’ Recitals in his community, thus giving Besides, a live tree gets green leaves once in a while—a few new ideas ? Of course they do not. They think the 
musical people an opportunity to compare his ordinary few new pieces, some new ideas, and a general condition more ofyou. JThey say: “Loojk at that young man; 
playing or singing with that of a first-class artist? 0f fresh and vital connection with the roots of things, he is aethdent'p we will hear of him one day.” 
us irage abil 1 ,tive in 
securing rtists’ ecitals in his co unity, thus giving 
usical people an opportunity to co pare his ordinary 
playing or singing ith t at f a first-class artist? 
2. What would people think of .him if he should attend 
a Summer Musical School, thus tacitly making public 
acknowledgment that41 he did not know it all ” ? ■ 
■ • .Quiz. , 
The q ■ > 1 extrem n sappre- 
hension of the entire relation of the nusic teacher 
whether -.offaverage’’ lor .any'other.' grade of.ability, to 
the comm hicl labors, and ach a mis¬ 
taken notion of the conditions of success, that at first I 
was discouraged at the gravity of the situation. Never- 
which is as easy to feel in a man, yea, a thousand1 times 
more easy, than it is in a tree. 
8: But suppose you are still living in your community, 
anft&tiii'ous of awakening as many as possible to a con- 
scidnsness of art: there comes a limit to your own powers. 
Youf own playing has its limitations, both technical and 
sesthetic. You have moved certain ones of your public ; 
others you do not touch. What are.you to do? Try an 
, artist recital. Get a good player, with the magic some- 
Moreover, there is yet another “ apper9u ” .of success, 
a bit of “ gumption,” which I commend to your atten¬ 
tion. When ydu have slack times, in consequence of the 
grippe or something, improve the opportunity to go on 
with yotfcr own studies. .Get up a department of-music 
that you have neglected before; do something which 
might be useful to you if you were living in a better 
place. That is the way to get to live in a better placed 
It is being faithful in the few things which counts in the 
 thing in his touch that appeals to the hearer, and the kingdom of God. Books are written, minds improved, 
theless, faith’, like hope, “ springs eternal in the human faith in art deep down in his;heart, which will nerve him and foundations for lasting usefulness laid, by this kind 
breast,” and I proceed somewhat in the form of aphor- to take pieces that have something in them for the most of work in leisure time. Try it. Be musical; make as 
isms, which if you do not believe, you had better take a part of his program". Then prepare the recital. First many otherB musical. as you can. This is the secret of 
day off and think them over. 
1. You are a minister of a form of fine art. 
sell all the tickets you can. Put it on the ground of your 
Your sue- wishing to give the commnnity a better idea of piano- 
success. 
cess will depend upon your interesting as many people playing art. You will be surprised to find how many 
as possible in that form of art, and in strengthening theii; people will take hold if-they think you are working for 
A WORD IB REGARD TO PRACTICE. 
confidence in you as a loyal exponent of it. Art will stand up for you, if you give it a chance. BT J. W. ANDREW®. 
2. The community will see through your conceit im-. When_tickets are sold enough to fill the house, or to pro- 
mediately. Nearly every man, and some, women, have vide for all possible expenses and perhaps something 
a little conceit of their own, which they, can use as a over for your labor in working it up, then you have to 
measure. Conceit will not pay. prepare the class for the recital, by .giving a lecture or 
3. Your success will not depend upon your making an informal explanation of the more important pieces, 
the community think that you are the only player that Do not say that you cannot “lecture.” Who said any- 
Was ever built. The chances are that many of the people thing about lecturing? Surely you can “tell.” Get a 
have heard better; and if you happen to have the bad dozen pupils together, your best pupils, and the parents 
luck to live where the most of the people have never of one or two, perhaps the minister, or more than one, if 
heard any better playing than your own, there is sure to you are so lucky as to have one or more of the really 
be one of those “ know-everything dudes,” of one sex cultured men who now and then get into the pulpit in 
or the other, who have heard good playing and will spite of the restrictive influence of the theological 
i e f r ll ssi le s s r s s et i strange that the same common sense used in other 
over f r your la r in orking it up, then you have to studies, is not applied to any great extent in the study of 
r r  t class f r t  r it l,  . i i   l t r  r music. Is it the fault of the teachers ? The school-boy, 
 i f r l l ti f t r i rt t i s. ^or instance, who has ten problems to Bolve, takes them 
 t sa  t t t l t r .  sai  a - one a^ a time and solves that one first, then number two, 
thinor fthnnt lpnti'irinnr ? Hnrfilv vrm nan 11 toll ” a und so on. Is that the method of the music-teacher 
exalt it at your expense. The opinion of an amateur in 
art, who can neither play nor sing, but who talks music 
ze  ils t t r, r st ils,  t  r ts generally ? I think not. A dozen sections and phrases 
f e r t , r s t  i ist r, r r  t  e, if are burned over as if the careless, slovenly method of 
r  s l  s t e r re f t  r ll pl&ymg did not matter, and the only purpose in the play- 
lt   t t i t t l it i in£ were to hear how it sounds. 
s ite f t r stri ti i fl f t t l i l Rely upon the fact that when played accurately in the 
seminarv. Plav bits. exDlain the intention of the author, required tempo they will appear at their best, and that se i ary. l y its, pl i  t  i t ti  f t  t r, 
and in short break the ice of the program to these repre- 
disinterestedly, will outweigh that of a professional any sentative hearers. These will become your leaven, 
time. We all have to meet it. The people will place 9. When the recital comes no one thinks of comparing 
you according to the amateur’s estimate. You may your playing with that of the artist. It is recognized 
stick your little head into the sand of self conceit as far from the start that “ you are not in it.” Of course you 
as ever you like, the people will see the uncomely re¬ 
mainder of your intellect, and your conceit will not help 
you. So do not try to travel on what you would like the 
people to suppose you know. . i 
do not play like the artist who readily commands a hun- 
this hurried skimming over will be but a caricature of the 
piece at its best. 
The average student never singles out a piece and 
studies it with the view of working it up to perfection. 
By this neglect of the difficult passages, the time, money 
and practice he gives to the study are completely lost to 
dred dollars a night. He has something which you have him, as well as giving his friends great disappointment. 
° TP 1 _ _ 1.1 _X _X_ 1. • ___ _ 
not. Magnify that something. The higher you put him, 
the more room you have left down below for your own 
You may have studied abroad. Will this save you ? traveling. In time your own playing will have become 
Not at all. More than half the community, and that the fired up by his example, and presently you will begin to 
half which pays the money for the lessons of the represen- hear people say, or better, hear that they have said, that 
tatives of the other half, always consists of adult men while you may not have so much execution there is 
and. women who have seen young professors before, and something about your playing that pleases them better, 
; college boys as well. They know fine veal when they 
see it. It is of no use. Nature abhors a sham. The 
different lights that she will manage to turn on will be 
sure to find you out. 
5. Still less fruitful will be your conceit if you happen 
or as well. Or in something or other, that you have a 
status of your own. We all want to feel that there is 
something that we really can do. 
You will find that when you have had a-half dozen 
recitals by good players, the standard of playing in- the 
to have Seen self-educated, and particularly if yovf hap- community will have become raised. There are more 
pen to have a “ system of your own.” The only system 
of his own a young fellow has that he may depend upon 
is his digestive system. That is his very own. But no- 
body cares any longer for special systems in*education. 
Sensible folks want the standard system if there be one. 
6. If you settle in a town young and fresh from studies 
with some good teacher, and remain there ten years, I 
playing at first the stock of pieces you learned at school. 
people desirous of learning fine selections, and your pu¬ 
pils will remain longer at their lessons, and study more 
seriously. Nothing pays like self-forgetfulness. As St. 
Paul said, “No man liveth to himself.” 
10. Moreover, there is a refined selfishness that is not 
so bad. You will find that living in a town where there 
are few or no musical privileges, your own musical 
faculties will become rusty. You will lose your enthu- 
and then a few others that you have studied by yourself siasm, and with that you will cease to gain pupils. 
in. the effort to play down to the capacity of the commu- Nothing goes so far as enthusiasm. It is the secret of 
nity, do you suppose that you are not seen through ? attractiveness. People do not want to be pushed up, 
Most ce'rtainly you are. People know that you have not they like to be drawn up. 
been away to study, and they can ,/se? whether you are The artist recital Will put fresh enthusiasm, into your 
alive or dead. . C weary bones, and you will begin once more to realize 
7. You can tellpf a stick of wood whetherrij; is alive, that there issuch-h matter as Art, with a capital A. 
fresh from the tree and from its communion with the II As to the second question; it stands on the 
root, or whether it was cut from a dead tree, or has been same plane. Everybody knows that you do not opr ever 
cut a long time, so long that the disused Bap-vessels have, did know it all. Whatever you may think, aside frorii 
hardened and dried out—seasoned, they call it. You one or two injudicious but'deliqiously sappy friends, 
If he would concentrate his efforts to over >u 
single difficulties as they appear, he woui make a fin 
musician, but he is now unable to play acceptably a sis 
gle piece. 
Such pupils dp not see why composes will 
putting these “disagreeable passages” into ,heir works. 
They forget it is altogether their own lack of thorough¬ 
ness that places them in this unenviable position. 
Tijejiifficulties of a piece of m sic should, always be 
sought and surmounted at the outset, instead of allowing 
them to nmltiply, and stand before a pupil week after 
week, month after month, until the practice hour be¬ 
comes an unbearable bugbear to them, and they rank 
music among the necessary evils of life. Dreading to 
proceed because we imagine we see lions in the way will 
never make musicians of us, or anything else, for that 
matter. The lions left in our rear will surely be heard 
from unpleasantly at some future time, if they have not 
been met and overcome.. 
Difficulties multiply on every hand, in a most inex¬ 
tricable tangle, from which we are almost unable to free 
ourselves. It is therefore plain ^that these things shou.' 
be met andi conquered when first they appear. When 
students learn to practice correctly, a far higher standard 
of proficiency will be obtained than at present exists. 
The wrong ideas and habits in this particular supply 
eary bones, and you ill begin once ore to realize the cause why so few fine musical artists are produced, 
t at t ere isjmcty  atter as rt, ith a capital . The amount of time one devotes to practice is not half 
II. s to~ t sec esti , it st s t ao important as the method of using it. 
—-■——— ” 
d Learn to love nature, and study her ways; you will be 
' delici better and wiser for it.—Thomas Tapper. 
II-THE OOBREOT OOUESE 0E PIAHO STUDY. 
BY JAMES W. TRACY. 
Piano playing is not an art to be attained in a moment. 
Slow, diligent, persevering labor is required to make a 
successful pianist. An eloquent, effective preacher 
must study all the dry rudiments of reading, writing, 
spelling, grammar; languages, Bible history, elocution, 
gesture, and possess a natural ease of manner, before he 
will succeed in riveting the attention and captivate his 
heaifers. The skillful [and. successful physician in addi¬ 
tion to all these dry branches must study and understand 
the intricate mechanism of the human body, and the 
medicinal effects of all the vegetable and mineral sub¬ 
stances used in the materia medica. What parent would 
think of employing a quack to administergmedicine to a 
dying child ? What church would settle a minister who 
had never studied theology ? Then why should parents 
employ quacks to give their children music lessons ? 
So, like other professions, the piano player must begin 
his study with the simplest exercises of the musical 
alphabet, gradually working his way up, step by step, 
through all the dry intricacies and innumerable obstacles 
which rise up on every side to discourage and perplex 
him, before attaining to any degree of proficiency or 
independence: only through careful, persistent practice 
can this be accomplished. 
Having acquired some strength, flexibility and inde¬ 
pendence of the fingers in a fixed position, the student 
may begin to practice the simpler scales. In all scale 
practice the thumb plays an important part, and it should 
be so exercised as to acquire the same elasticity and 
freedom of movement as any of the other fingers. It is, 
so to speak, the lever over which the other fingers act in 
playing a succession of notes. Keep the palm of the 
hand high enough from the keys to allow the thumb to 
pass freely under it in its swinging movement back and 
forth. As soon as the thumb leaves its key, pass it 
quickly under its position, raise it up perpendicularly 
like the other fingers when they are raised, and of 
which it is a part, then press it down on the key delib¬ 
erately, not with spiteful force, but in a manner to 
avoid strong accents; hold it down till the other fingers 
have passed over, and then pass it quickly to its place. 
Exercise the thumb in its proper movement a great,deal, 
for it is obstinate and needs much extra attention-in order 
to overcome its natural difficulties in executing the scale 
evenly, easily and without strong accents. When the 
scale of C can be played through several times in suc¬ 
cession, without mistakes of any kind, it may be extended 
to two and four octaves. In the beginning of scale prac¬ 
tice accent all the notes alike, giving close attention to 
the pure, even quality of tone produced ; see that all the 
fingers produce the same volume, quality and tone effect. 
When this can be done begin to accent the scale by two, 
three and four notes, as laid down in the Standard 
Modern Methods for Piano. This kind of accent and 
practice strengthens the fingers and makes them flexible 
and independent. 
There is a wide difference in the natural flexibility of 
individual hands; some become supple and independent 
by slight practice, while others, possessing harder mus¬ 
cles, need to be exercised almost a discouragingly long 
time to accomplish the same results. The young student 
requires less technical study to acquire perfect flexibility 
than an older one, whose muscles have become hard 
through age, or by injudicious instruction. Instruction 
received from incompetent teachers—all those, in fact, 
who have never pursued any regular method may be so 
classed—is often productive of stiff fingers and other in¬ 
jurious results. Avoid this class of instructors as you 
would the plague, for they are sure to do more harm 
than good, and bad habits once acquired are hard, some¬ 
times impossible to break up. 
The carriage or movement of the arms in scale prac¬ 
tice is verjrimportant: they should be made to move 
up and down the keyboard in a perfectly free, easy man¬ 
ner, thembow swinging out from the body so as to avoid 
all appearance of stiffness or restraint in the motion. 
The hands must not be disturbed in their position on 
the keys, but retain their place aa before described. 
The hands should follow the arms, not the arms the 
hands, or, perhaps what is better, permit both to retain 
a correct, quiet position, by moving them freely together. 
After the scale movement hasbeen mastered the student 
should begin the practice of wrist exercises, taking good 
care not to overdo or praqtice^them too long at any one 
time, nor use too much force in striking the keys, for it is 
a weary, tiresome study, and without judicious judgment 
or treatment is liable to-weaken the wrists and other¬ 
wise produce injurious or hurtful results. In wrist prac 
tice the body, arms and hands should be held as already 
illustrated. Raise the hand directly up from the wrist 
without disturbing the position of the arm till the back 
of the knuckles form a perpendicular line dowry^^e 
Wrist; retain this position a moment, then drop thediand 
down lightly on the keys, springing quickly and elastic- 
ally back to place, as if thrown there by a steel spring. 
Repeat this exercise fifteen or twenty times, twice a day, 
at intervals of two or three hours apart. When this 
motion can be done without fatigue it may be practiced 
longer at a time and in more extended forms. Large 
hands must practice the wrist exercises in octaves, but 
small hands only in sixths. 
Chords are generally struck with a movement from 
the forearm, but as no definite rule can be given, it must 
be left to the intelligence and discretion of the teacher 
to direct how they shall be played, whether with the 
wrist or arm. The style of the music to be rendered 
will naturally suggest the most proper way to the con¬ 
scientious teacher. The study of arpeggios or broken 
chords, which means striking the tones quickly, one 
after the other in succession, comes here in order, they 
being particularly useful and a valuable practice for 
many purposes. One learns the true and proper way of 
fingering many difficult passages through the thorough 
practice of these chords in their various positions, such 
as can be learned from no other source. As a means of 
separating the fingers at the knuckles, thereby giving 
expansion, freedom., strength and volubility to them, 
they possess advantages over all other kinds of technical 
studies. They are also useful in assisting one to read 
quickly, because they extend high into the added lines 
and spaces, as well as below the clef lines down deep into 
the bass. There is no change of hands required in this 
practice from that already laid down in this article, but 
more care is necessary on the part of the student in 
giving freedom to the thumb on account of the great dis¬ 
tance it has to travel before reaching its key, and conse¬ 
quently its greater susceptibility of producing strong ac¬ 
cents, which are always to be guarded against. It must, 
like all other exercises, be practiced slowly and delib¬ 
erately in order to be of value, to gain the best required 
results. 
The chromatic scale may now be taken up and 
practiced, first with each hand alone, and then with both 
together, using only one kind of fingering (that where 
the third finger comes on all the black keys). Be sure 
to keep the finger well curved at the second joint, else' 
the scale will never sound firm or even. Practice this 
scale in thirds and sixths, both in parallel and contrary 
motion. 
Double thirds and sixths are the most useful of all 
the scales, but they cannot be practiced tojtadvantage 
before the independence of the fingers has been pretty 
thoroughly gained. Use the fingering for these double 
thirds and sixths as laid down in Modern Methods, ob¬ 
serving fully and strictly the directions given for practice. 
The fingering given in the-so-called Chopin Method is the 
best in use. There is no test so great or capable of 
showing the technical ability of the pianist as double 
thirds and sixths, major, minor and chromatic. A pianist 
or teacher who don’t know these scales and their proper 
fingering, is not a fit person to teach. We hope the reader 
will bear with us and not become discouraged with the 
dry details of this article, but we see no way to be of any 
practical benefit to the student, except by descending to 
the very root, carefully working our way up through all 
the dry intricacies of the art, in order that they may be 
made acquainted with every necessary detail,, to a full 
understanding of this important subject. 
v mo 
If the student has perfected all the various positions and 
movements of the rudimental lessons treated so far in this 
article, that is, cap fairly execute them, he may begin the 
more extended practice' of studies and easy pieces. For 
this purpose we recommend as beneficial to technical 
work, studies by Kohler, op. 161, 157, 60 and 60, and in 
the order here given. These studies should be combined 
with easy melodious pieces, from Czerny, Krug, Hunten 
and Oesten. Lange, Spindler, Beyer and Smith have 
also written useful little pieces for educational purposes. 
he studies of S. Heller are, all things considered, the 
na st melodious, agreeable and useful for young studentB, 
of all the studies published. They are not technically 
difficult, but require thoughtful study in order to bring 
out their true musical sentiment. Of this great number 
of these works, op. 47, 46 and 126 are the pleasantest 
and most useful to the student. Bertini has also fur¬ 
nished quite a number of pleasant and agreeable studies, 
of which op. 29 and 32 are the most used. Op. 100 are 
instructive and especially composed for small hands, no 
octaves being used. Duvernoy’s studies, op. 120, are 
technically useful, forming a splendid introduction to 
Czerny’s velocity, which, by the way, are universally 
used. There are many other studies of the same grade 
of difficulty as Czerny’s velocity, but none supplant or 
supersede them in technical excellence. They have 
been more widely used, have laid the foundation of a 
larger number of pianists, than all other studies combined. 
The studies of Loeschhorn are beginning to Supersede 
Czerny, because they are more modern and interesting in 
their construction; they may, with much propriety, be 
given in connection with Czerny's velocity, though they 
are by no means a substitute for them. 
Loeschhorn’s studies, op. 66, in three books, contain 
much technical matter, like finger practice and arpeggios. 
Op. 62 are of a more melodious and pleasing nature; 
they may be used to interest that class of scholars who 
are not particularly musical or anxious for hard work. 
I am sorry there are so many belonging to this class. 
With the foregoing studies thoroughly mastered, the 
student is prepared to enter into the more elaborate 
studies and classical works offthe art, but before begin¬ 
ning with this second and higher period of study, we have 
a few very important suggestions to make. There are 
two courses or routes now open to the student for pur¬ 
suit, but they are widely divergent, requiring special and 
separate treatment. These two roads embrace classical 
music on the one side, and modern music on the other. 
Which of the two roads shall we take,"or shall we com¬ 
bine the two together ? 
PHEASE REHDITIOU. 
There are not a dozen right ways to read a' piece of 
music. The prevailing notion that one interpreter has as 
good a right as another to his reading, is logically wrong. 
A phrase of music cannot be changed without destroy¬ 
ing the author’s intention-; and a phrase cannot be con- 
upaled from the intelligent reader, for here it begins and 
thbre it ends. 
A perfect mental translation into tones of its melody, 
harmony and rhythm, with strict observance of the 
author’s indication Of its expression must give the 
phrase its originally intended effect. A single phrase is 
but a fragment of a whole. 
By relatioping the phrases -that occur in a period and 
the periods that occur in a part, then again by relation- 
ing these parts, we are able to grasp the composer’s in¬ 
tention as a whole. It is in the whole that we ultimately 
learn the exact effect of such phrases, periods and parts. 
The whole iB absorbed by a genuine musical nature and 
becomes a subjective experience. ; 
This subjective experience is the true narrative of the 
interpreter and concrete musician. 
There is no prevarication, no whimsical interpolating, 
no offensive ranting, no hysterical accentuation; the 
text is strictly adhered to, the phrases are clearly de¬ 
fined, the climaxes are properly emphasized, the enthu¬ 
siastic as well as the reposeful incidents are given as they 
are felt, and this feeling is the feeling of ideas.—Julius 
Klauser, in the Musical Record. 
WORTHY OF COMMENT. 
SOMETHING; TO THINK ABOUT 
A despicable act is never committed by any one who 
is in his right mind, without first gaining his own consent 
to the meanness. Ms fact is more clearly established 
than that.one may climb as high as big ambition may 
prompt, if he will work, denying himself ease sad pleasure 
and making everything bend to and favor the end in 
4$Fview; hence, if he has not attained eminence it is because 
he has consented to and excused his own despicable lazi¬ 
ness and worthl jssness. 
■ Read the following and take to heart the truths there 
s arly expre Bed; they will beat r iding naore 
" once. 
“Whatever tends to render us ill-contented with ourselves and 
>reei neat as ir nt s' ei el ’ it • anclg< >dness isj Id h igt 
it comes to us all molten and burning, and we know not our treasure. 
■ until we have had long smarting .".—George ''Eliot.-: 
“A sense of danger is essential to safety in all the walks of life. 
‘ The way to be safe is never to be secure,’ Bald old Quarles. This 
s j ially true in j bile playii there! < . - ice foi to is on 
the piece, even if sqre you had it learned long ago.” 
“ f thi i reach( ev« le thei is an -H'1 ity be - 1 1 I>wl ic 
is in one sense outside of and beyond one’s own natural ability. 
This ability is a willingness to bear and heed good advice. It waa 
GOethe who said that to be willing to take good advice is practically 
to have the same ability that is Bhown in the advice itself. And bo 
tbe man who refuses to consider the proffers of an adviser deprives 
himself of a power at once greater than his own, but which he yet 
might have as his own.”—Sunday School Tima. 
“ The cause of nine parts in ten of the lamentable failures which 
occur in men’s undertaking^ lies not in the want of talents, or the 
will to use them, but in the vacillating and .desultory way of using 
them; in flying from object to object; in starting away at each little 
disgust; thus applying the force which might conquer any one diffi¬ 
culty to a series of difficulties so large that no human force can con¬ 
quer them. Commend me, therefore, to the virtue of perseverance. 
Without it all the rest, are a little better than fairy gold, which 
glitters in your purse, but when taken to the market proves to be 
slate or cinders.”—Carlyle. 
“ Perseverance is a Roman virtue that wins each, god-like act, 
and plucks success even from the spear-proof crest of rugged danger.”. 
—Marverd. 
“ Every one must educate himself. His book and teacher are but 
helps; the work is his.”—Webster. 
“Wishing for Astor wealth is easy, but work payB better.”— World. 
■ “ Whatever I had once resolved to execute was with me as fixed 
and irrevocable as fate.”—Ludwig Holberg. 
“ The hand of the diligent shall bear rule ; but the slothful shall he 
put to task-work. See thou a man diligent in business? He shall 
stand before kingshe shall not stand before mean men. Slothful-’ 
ness casteth into a deep sleep; and an idle bouI shall suffer hunger.’ 
—IjSoiomon. 
“ It is not good to live in jest, since we must die in earnest.”— 
Thomas Tapper. ■ p 
“Beethoven, writing of his fast approaching deafness, Baid; ‘I 
will seize my fate by the teeth, it shall not overcome me.’ In his 
‘Day Book,’ he wrote: ‘Courage! even with all the weakness of 
this body sl-j.ll my spirit triumph.”’ 
Anybody can see'the self-evident and be one of the 
commonalty and not half try, but if he attains to any¬ 
thing above the average he must do as indicated in the 
above quotations. The price of eminence is there clearly 
marked. Are you willing to pay the price ? Aye, are yon 
going to give it ? When ? 
A NEGLECTED FEATURE. 
“ There is room enough at the top,” said Daniel Web¬ 
ster, when a young man asked him if the profession of 
law waa overcrowded. This should be the motto of the 
young musician who is preparing for an active life in 
musical work. The ambitious and earnest student—is 
almost sure to neglect one essential that goes toward mak¬ 
ing him equal to occuping these vast upper rooms. He does 
not Btndy musical History, Biography, and Literature 
enough; he must possess a broad and working knowledge 
of the art in its many branches, although he may intend 
to teach but one of them. The pianist should be an. 
organist, and most certainly a vocalist; he should be able 
to play on the violin, and the wind instruments of an 
Orchestra. ,Why so? Do you ask?’ So that he may 
have a comprehensive ontlook upon mnsic in all its phases 
and have^ijleeper sympathy with the performers of other 
instruments than his own and for the possibilities of the 
art. He-'should also have a liberal education, and be 
what the world calls “ A well read man,” be in touch 
with all of the topics of the day and think of them enough 
to ha able to give an intelligent opinion and ably hold 
his side, of an argument in state policy and politics. And . 
right here .is one of the weaknesses of the average pro¬ 
fessional musician, one .of the points of his character 
where the “ Laity ” take delight in assailing him. They 
say that musicians are not practical,-that they are flighty,- 
hair-brained, do not use coriimon sense, are not up on 
the living topics of the times, that they have no opinion 
outside of their art, .that they have, in factj little in com¬ 
mon with other men, that .they at® all right in mnsic but ■ 
n nentities ntsidf « s Whil m !, ftheir critici in 
may have been true in the past and too much so in some 
instances now, yet, it will be found that the. musicians 
who have a wide reputation and the teachers who have 
an influence in their < mmunitie: men affair r1 r 
peers of the men of other professions. While industry, 
thrift and honesty .must - become a part of the musician’s 
character, there.is still another field that is too often over¬ 
looked, and its neglect-is the cause of many a professional 
failure. 
This is cultivating the art of being a polished gentle¬ 
man, of making one’s self agreeable to people of refine¬ 
ment and culture, in Bhort, agopd breeding, and a refine¬ 
ment of head and heart, shown in speech, dress and 
hearing. One cannot neglect these if he would hop e for 
ultimate success. It is the people of culture and good 
breeding who appreciate the best in music, who are the 
patrons of good teaching. Such people will employ none 
but teachers of character and refinement, for they rightly 
believe that a teacher has a powerful moulding influence 
upon his pupils, and therefore, their “ household treas¬ 
ures” must be in the hands of such teachers as will 
have a refining influence on them. Read this carefully 
and put it in practice. What one man has done another 
may do. Remember this, one may yet become what he 
might have been ; opportunities increase, and the stimu¬ 
lant which filled with determination this wise and energe¬ 
tic man maybe yours, and whether you win or not, you’ll 
be well paid for the trying :— 
“ I owe, my wealth and elevation to the neglect with which I used 
to be treated hy the proud. It was a real benefit, though not so in¬ 
tended.. It awakened a zeal which did Its duty, and was crowned 
with success. I determined, if this neglect was‘due to my want of 
learning, I would be studious and acquire it. I determined, if it was 
owing to my poverty, I would accumulate property, if extreme vigil¬ 
ance, industry, prudence and self-denial would do it (which will not 
always). I determined, if it was owing to my manners, I would be 
“more circumspect. I was anxious, also, to show those who had so 
treated me that I-was undeserving such coolness. I was also warmed 
by a desire that the proud should see me on a level with, or elevated 
above themselves. And I resolved, above all things, never to lose the 
consolation of being conscious of not deserving the hauteur which 
they displayed to me.”—From New York Witness. 
If a teacher begins a class in a community that is new 
to him,,this class of people are the ones who are able to 
pay good prices for superior teaching, but if they will 
employ him or not depends not only on his ability as a 
musician and teacher, but on how much of a gentleman 
and man of refinement and polish of manner he may be. 
He must he and appear fully their equal in culture, good 
breeding and refinement. 
---—--:- I 
Mr. Tapper will give a course of instruction during 
the summer, especially designed for those teachers who 
can devote but little time, during the school-year, to their 
own education. The study will be analytic. The list of 
works for analysis will include all forms, from the simple 
phrase and period to the symphony. Especial attention 
will be given to those piano works which are typical of 
the school whence they came. The form, character, in¬ 
terpretation and historical significance will be_considered. 
For each work analyzed, the student will be given others 
in parallel form for his own private study. It will be. the 
aim to make the instruction of practical value to teach¬ 
ers, by opening to them such lines of study as will in¬ 
crease their power as educators,' and provide them with 
material for after study. Information concerning this 
c6urse,may be had by addressing Mr. Tapper, 166 Tre- 
mont Street, Boston, Mass. 
The Martha’s Vineyard Summer School of Music will 
begin its next annual session July 13th, at Cottage City, 
Mass., under the direction of Mr. G. H. Howard, who 
has been connected with this sclhool the past ten years. 
Classes for the special training of teachers form an im¬ 
portant feature of the work. We believe no better 
courses of instruction are offered in any of the schools. 
- Its long history and excellent results have commended; 
themselves universally. 
. ' HINTS AND HELPS. 
Win attention by making your instruction interesting. 
—-Fresser.' ^ 
The best pleyer never tells wot he kin du, hut dux it. 
— Unkle Eph. 
Study a piece slowly to learn it. Then practice it 
slowly to keep it. 
Practice the difficult as if it were easy, and the easy 
as if it we^eAifficult. 
Never cease to strive, but never hurry. Haste brings 
naught but ruin.—Thomas Tapper. 
Absolute command over each finger, both with regard 
to time and tone, this means perfect execution.—T. A. M. 
Every musician should study singing. The human 
voice is to music what color and perfume are to flowers. 
-—Bulling. 
Musical accent cannot be too much insisted upon, as 
it is one of the chief virtues of good pianoforte playing. 
—S. C. Jeffers. 
It is not by “trying to play” a piece that success is 
obtained; only real practice, and study of it, can lead 
to that.—The Overture. 
In the practice of a new piece much depends upon 
the manner in which it is played the first time—upon 
how the matter is taken in hand.—J. O. Eschmann. 
We can give no better advice to any who study the 
pianoforte earnestly than that they should study and 
learn practically the beautiful art of singing.—S. Thal- 
berg. 
The great destroyer of memory is lack of concentra¬ 
tion. Indiscriminate reading, helter-skelter practice, 
without studied attention, does immense harm to the re¬ 
tentive faculties.—Boot. 
If yon want to become more than your present condi¬ 
tion allows, begin at once to attain your desire. The 
first step costs, hut it is the key-tone in the scale of sne- 
cees.—Thomas Tapper. 
Do not judge a composition on a first hearing of it; 
that which pleases most at first is not always the best. 
Masters must be studied. Many things will only become 
clear to you when you are old.—Schumann. 
It will be of great aid and inconceivable benefit in the 
whole manner of playing for those who at the same time 
have the opportunity of studying the'art of singing and 
can often hear fine singers.—Em. Bach. 
Many pupils are deficient in a concise arithmetic 
•knowledge of the value of notes. They do not know ho 
many notes of one kind make one of another. There 
be no accuracy till this is remedied.—C. W. Lando 
“Judge a tree by its fruits.7’ Good teachers produce 
good pupils, i. e., musicians, not machinery for display 
or as advertising freaks of the all-powerful “my method.” 
Artists or real teachers never “stoop to conquer” 
stupidity. 
It is only when our feelings, our mind and our taste 
derive full satisfaction from music that our pleasure in 
art really begins. Those who delight in the mere con¬ 
cord of sounds are incapable of deeper appreciation.— 
Ferdinand Hiller. 
Many young artists, in the exuberance of their just 
found executive facility, often labor under the hallucina¬ 
tion that “ go ” can only be given to music by a rather 
more rapid performance~than is justified by the text—or 
head. Whereas the true effect is nevertheless often 
found in merely a judicious'accentuation, or even in a 
broadening of the tempo; the latter proceed ng not at 
all necessarily leading to a “slow” effect!—The Over¬ 
ture. " 
While conducting one of the new operas, Cherubini 
appeared at' the desk with all the decorations and orders 
which the different governments had bestowed upon him. 
One of the orchestra players, noticing this display, re¬ 
marked loud enough to be heard by the great master: 
“Look at him, his breast is covered with stars and 
crosses, while poor Beethoven never received one.” 
Quickly Cherubini turned and replied: “ He had no 
need of any,” _ 
WISDOM OP MANY. black key that do nofl ■SS[g; MeacI[Ei|s’’ ifnirum III, In scales which begin on a have F# or Gb), the fourth finger goes on the fourth of 
the scale. 6 
IV. Bb ascending melodic has the fourth finger on G. 
These rules apply to all majors and both forms of the 
minor scales. Of course, I always insist on pupils writing 
out their scales, in order to fix them in tie mind. 1 also 
find it; much easier to give the minor scales in flat keys 
before those in sharps S. R S. 
THE RIGHT MENTAL ACTION EN MUSICAL PERFORMANCE. 
The right mental action in musical performance, ob¬ 
jectively, is paramount to rapid and correct analysis in 
deciphering musical signs, in recognizing the meaning, 
beauty, sublimity, and character of musical thought. 
If all the mental powers which axe active in this 
analysis are properly developed and the mental action is 
right, success is assured, and the physical organs re¬ 
spond. promptly, and the temperament of the performer 
balances. 
If musical education advances step by step through 
perception, reflection and imagination, analysis will be 
sure ar 
If, in building up the pupil, musical form |s taught as 
form, pitch as pitch, musical mathematics as calculation, 
etc.; and if every subject is introduced at the proper 
period,—that is, when the mental faculties of- the pupil 
are fully prepared for the new work, the performance 
will accord. Anything done contrary to these principles 
will excite imitation. Teaching by imitation is an ex¬ 
cellent method to train monkeys and parrots, but will 
never assure proper mental action. It is well known to 
the trained physiologist that the first impression a child 
receives excites his curiosity; he recognizes the form of 
things afterwards, he takes cognizance of the size, weight 
j and color. The order, number and construction follow. 
Francis W. Zeiner. 
PUPILS AND teachers. 
Many of the mistakes of the teacher are directly at¬ 
tributable to the teacher’s inability to see things from 
the pupil’s standpoint. There are many teachers (too 
many, unfortunately) who never seem ‘to attempt to 
come to a fact from any other point of view than their 
own understanding of it. Every pupil, they think, must 
approach certain principles in a certain stereotyped 
manner or never at all. These teachers never-quite un- 
SocrateB studied music, such as it was in. his day, in his 
later years, saying, “ It is better to learn such an art in 
old age than not.at all.” 
To every difficult duty providence has given a charm, 
known only to those who have the courage to undertake 
it.—Madame Swetchinh. - 
Knowledge can only be acquired by unwearied dili¬ 
gence. Every day that we spend without learning some¬ 
thing, is a day lost.—Beethoven. 
We can only find happiness in perfection ; and perfec¬ 
tion is the absolute condition attached to the production 
of every work of art.—Ehlert. 
You can’t help the mistakes you have made. Don’t 
make any more. Don’t think of what you have achieved, 
but of what yon may accomplish. 
Be sure, if you do your very best in that which is laid 
upon yon daily, you will not be left without help when 
some mightier occasion arises.—Orou. 
“ You are right in supposing I work hard,” said 
Frederick the Great to a friend. “ I do. so, in order to 
live, for nothing haB more resemblance to death than 
idleness.” 
For most professions, and especially for that of music, 
the heart, the hand and the head should be educated. 
It is a deficient system that would neglect any of these.— 
Louis Lombard. 
- * ' “ 
Nothing is nnchangeable in nature ; everything has its 
growth and its decay.. The most brilliant talents dp not 
escape this general law ; use develops them, as inaction 
weakens them.—Le Couppey. 
The real teacher observes and. notes what the artist 
does, but~femains not satisfied until he has discovered 
the how, theNyhy and wherefore; the way and means. 
Thus is he then in a position to help others—even those 
very artists.—T. A. M. 
In teaching music, as in teaching every other subject, 
there are two ways—the mean and the noble: the mean, 
which looks upon work as a nuisance and the money 
reward as a necessary bat insufficient reward; th,e noble, 
which looks upon "work as a privilege, the reward as a 
blessing.—Dr. Stainer. ~ 
person cannot rise above the standard he contem- 
plate8*7tneither can a teacher produce results with his 
pupils, without his first having lived over those results in 
his own mind; nor can a performer expect to produce the 
feeling in his hearer which he himself does not possess. 
—Dresser. 
Self-reliance and courage are special arts within art. 
Within his four walls the artist should be modest with 
regard to himself, and most conscientiously diligent; but 
toward the public he must display courage—nay, even a 
gay boldness, and the fair one will immediately yield.— 
B. Schumann. . 
RULES FOR SCALE-FINGERING. 
Though there are many rules for fingering scales, the 
following are more easily remembered and more useful 
than many others I have seen. Always emphasizing 
that the fourth finger is the finger to learn for each scale, 
these are the rules:— 
For Right Hand. 
I. In scales which begin on "a white key, the fourjth, 
-finger is placed on the seventh of the scale. - - 
Except the scale which is fingered like those under 
Rule IL= _ ■ . ~ 
II. In scales which begin "ona black key, the fourth 
finger is placed on Bb (or A#). 
III. In C#"and F# harmonic minors and descending 
melodic minors, the fourth finger is placed on the second 
of the scale. 
IV. In Ftf ascending melodic minors the fourth finger 
placed on D#, 18 
For Left Hand. 
I. In scales which begin on a white key," the fourth 
finger is placed on the second of the scale. 
Except/the B scales, which are fingered like those 
under Rule II. 
II. In scales which begin on a black key and have an 
F# (or Gb), the fourth finger is placed on that key. 
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FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“ Ott’ Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By A. R. Parsons and 
Constantin Sternberg.........™...........................25 eta. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical .Education in the Home.’* 
Letters 'to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Rehmann,...26 eta. 
M mentary Fianc Inatru 'it,; Tea hei Pupil, 1 By A1 ys 
" ■:! .'..IS eta. 
' tdvice » Young Stn enta of * wac f rt® ** sollectlonof 4- 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,..._10 cts. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore,.....10 eta. 
The Five sent by Kail for SO eta. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Choetnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NEAT'AND SUBSTANTIAL 
«MU§IC v 
OUR OWN MAKE. . - 
Price 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio is without'spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in'cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THE©. PRESSES!, Philo., Pffl. 
GROVES' DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
- ( Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and 
sold only, in complete sets. This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, ----- $2.50. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, „ 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BEAUTIFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
njusic and Culture 
By CARL MERZ, SUITS., DR. 
PRICE, $1.75. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart. Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work la alike Indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
•both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over 
200 pages and is printed in moat excellent style. 
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- \ §g PAOIEWS | 11 . !|- 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of Musical Terms. 
2000 TERMS ■ DEFINED. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
require '1 by nu ical st 1 ant I should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 2B CENTS. ■ 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1104 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
ortraits 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price SI.0Q. Postage and Tube, I Gets. Extra. 
. “ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. ■’ 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following areVnpwv.ready1 .%• 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
_ The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. > 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
■ MUSICAL GAME. 
ALL EG RAN DO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENIC GAME FOB EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
■*', r «> ev ry surd \fte a number are distributed « . 
t« era tl cards ar< pi ed li « , i * . -ii . ■» M 
they are played until the valne of a whole note is reached, when it 
Nfflinta one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
I whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. 
Those leamlng to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; thoee who wish to read music taster; in tact, all 
who are Interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches the valne bf notes and rests. 
»’1. >■ at es « f t ie not a. 
Th j », ions 1 eya In h ci. ii t tv is wA ten 
The different'klnds of time. 
Practice In musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. <v_ 
You learn, while playing an interesting game." 
It la readily learned, oven by children. 
- Time devoted to playing this game is not wsated, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. . 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. - 
XttierMiiiig to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those Intending to study music will find It to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning tenons 
PeiOE. 50 CENT8. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
By W. F. GATES. 
PRICE - - Sl-SO 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
170 AUTHORS, 
600 QUOTATIONS. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Musical 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
SECOND EX>IXXOISr. 
SONATINA ALBUM 
COMPILED BY THEO, PEESSEE. 
Price . $1.00, Bound in Board CoverT 
THE ELEMENTS 
HARMONIC^NOTATION. 
For Classes or Individuals. 
BY 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 50 CERTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE, 
MUSICAL AUTHOR! 
A GAME FOE EVERY MUSIC STUDENT. 
PRICE 35 CTS., POSTPAID. 
Unbound Volumes for 1888, 
“ " “ 1887, - 
“ " “ 1888, - 
“ " “ 1889, - 
Bound --“ 1888, 
“ “ 1887, - 
“ “ “ 1888, - 
“ “ “ 1889, - 
Odd Back Numbers, Unbound, 75 cents per dozen. 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in 
each ywir^Xhe various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that lta 
.articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
TABLE OP CONTENTS. 
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Dnssek. Keogh Bov.;........ 72 
Image, Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina...... 78 
Dnssek. La Matinee.-.-. 84 
Haydn. Bonatlna in D.  85 
Schumann. Slumber Song.  86, 
8chnmann. Nactorne.  91 
Mendelssohn’s Song Without Words. No. 1....... 94 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 6   96 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 3. 98 
Schubert. Op. 78. Menuette.. .. . 99 
Beinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina...101 
Chopin. Op. 9. No. 2, Nocturne.r Ill 
Address Publisher,' r, i - - - 
TEOBO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. - 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PIANO PRIMER 
15th EIDITTO N. 
Notes and Bemarks by sneb Unsleians as Dr. 
Wm. Mason, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R; Parsons, ete. 
It is concise; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
ireminent musicians in more than twenty different 
>tate8. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
covers, 60 cents* Address 
. THEODO R E PR ES8 ER, 
* ST» 4- CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
7-OCTAVE CONCERT GRAND ORGAN.' aarmrt music. 
Our Concert Grand Organs 
structed as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
_______ 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action- 
causes much trouble and annoy, 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
^0 
"WRITE FOR JPI&IOE®.—^.uldlress 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MANUF’G CO, 320 and 322 South Tenth. Street, and 939 and 941 Walnut Street, 
EASTON, FA*. 
Among the abundant treasures of oiir immense stock every one is 
sure fe be suited. 
Tempm \ g 'People will . 
’FJSXTPERAK'CE CRUSADE (36 eta, 83.60 dz.). Emerson A 
Moore 
TEMPERANCE RALETIN6 SONGS (35 cts, $3.60 dz.). 
A. Hull. 
■ '"1/ale. W.ee Clubs •mitt like ’ 
EMERSON’S MALE VOICE OEMS ($1, $9 dz.). 
EMERSON’S MAEE VOICE CHOIR (50 cts, $5 dz.). 
The Cfttrsd Army will like 
WAR:SOM«S:'(50 cts, $4.60,dz.). 7: '■ '• ■ 
■ V;Boys, iM mndyaung,will -like. ■. : 
COLLEGE.SONGS, 90 songs (50 cts.). 200,000 sold. 
School Teachers cannot help liking the three books of 
SOMO MANUAL, { g Ct8'’} Emerson. 
Piano Teachers will like, very much, as the best companion to any 
Instruction Book,' 
MASON’S SYSTEM OF TECHNICAL EXERCISES 
($2.50). 
Gospel Singers will like 
PRAISE IN SONO (40 cts, $4.20 dz.). Emerson. 
MATHEWS’ POPULAR THE EIGHT THING IN THE EIGHT PLACE. 
HISTORY OF MUSIC. The Perfection Lamp -Holder, 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which the Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. • 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
1 Volume. 12mo. Pages 352. Price $ 1.75. Beauti¬ 
fully printed on fine heavy paper> and handsomely 
hound -with gilt top and uncut edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long„his- 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra- 
lions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as thp best popular history 
of music yet written. 
Add™". THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704.CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR 
CABINET ORGAN 
PIANOS AND ORGANS. 
Send for our Booklet, entitled, 
“The Right Thing in the Right 
Place.” It gives all the facts. 
■ THE LIGHTNING 
Check Punch Co, 
88402 Cannon St., 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, 34 fine songs.. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, for Low Voice, 40 songs.. 
SONG CLASSICS, Soprano and Tenor, 50 Bongs. 
SONG CLASSICS, Low Voice, 47 songs. 
CLASSIC BARITONE AND BASS SONGS.... 
CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, 36 songs. 
CHOICE VOCAL DUETS, the very beat. 
EVEREST’S ALBUM OF SONGS, good selections.. 
MAUD V. WHITE’S ALBUM, tasteful songs. 
SULLIVAN’S VOCAL ALBUM, a master’s work. 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good Bongs. 
‘GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 115 songs. 
COLLEGE SONGS. 
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each.„.$l. 
RHYMES AND TUNES. Osgood. Sweet borne music.$1. 
INSTRUMENTAL. 
PIANO CLASSICS,VoL 1,44pieces..$1. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 81 pieces........$1 
CLASSICAL PIANtST, 42 pitoes.$1 
POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION, 27 pieces.$1, 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION.$1 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CLASSICS, 52 easy pieces..$1 
The above are all superior books. 
For sale at Music Stores, or delivered, express paid, 
upon receipt of price. 
EMERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short nieces of sacred music of the 
I best character, such as your choir needs. 
GRASSIER STUC IES. 
From the Von Biilow Edition. 
' PRICE SI.50, FIRMLY BOUND. 
, LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most eases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, » 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PKICE 3.0 Cts, 
■ Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol¬ 
umes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for 
reference. 
Address Publisher, 
. THEO. presser, • 
1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST.;PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
PR ACTIO AIL ABB PLEASING. 
Tj)e Art of Pianoforte Playing 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
Price $1.60 Postpaid. 
- ■ ! The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. »The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Addrega Publisher, , „ ... 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
THE TEIPERIiCE CRUSADE, 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best claves of 
temperance workers. _ 
enue HJiRBIUMV (60 eta., $6 doz.), by L. O. Emerson. 
OUIV : n/tnn LSI I » Ju8t exactly the book that will suit 
you for this winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and g ' 
book for High Schools. _ 
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, our 
QUM MANII&I (Book 1, 30 cts., $3 doz.; or Boqk 2 
OvflO mnl i Jl? =»• cts., $4.20 doz.; or Book 3, 50 cts.,$4.80 
doz.) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with 
plain instructions and best of music. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION ($1). Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godard, Bohm Hofmann, Brahms, 
and other first-class composers. 
Z^VOUNC ($1.00). 51 of the very best and 
POPULAR COLLECTION very easiest pieces for begin¬ 
ners, filling 143 pages. Heartily commended to Piano Teachers as 
the first book of pieces (or recreations) to use. 
WHITNEY’S (82). 33 good pieces for Manual and Pedal 
ORGAN ALBUM-by 20 good composers. 
... _,OPERA|T| C_($1). 19 of the best operas are rep- 
PlANO COLLECTION resented, and their-melodies form 
the themes for as many pieces, by the best modern composers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best entertainment for the lovers of favorite 
operatic airs. _ 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano 
or Tenor. ($1.) 35 of the most lovely sacred pongB, suitable for 
boIos in church, or for enjoyment at home. • 
The best Companion for an Instruction Book is MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pianoforte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. S. B. Mathews. Price 
$2.50. _ 
Atjy Book Mailed for Itetail Price. 
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 
BOSTON. ’ 
C. H. DITSON A CO., LYON A HEALY, ). E. DITSON A CO., 
768 Broadway, Hew! York. Chicago. 1228 Chestnut SL, Phila. 
Eiberal Seduction in Quantities. 
Beautiful iunes—Charming melodies, by. the foremost church 
music com posers; intended specially for church choirs on various 
occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Not a 
Hymnal, nor for use in the pew, but in the choir. Also just 
the thing for musical family circles. 
Second Edition. JBtg^To Organists and Choirmasters: Send 90 cents for I 
-- a sample copy. You may find it just what you want to brighten up 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice y°ur aervices- _ 
Artistically and Hygienically. 
For Either of the Above, Address 
a 'WEBSTER’S 1 
£ 1 INTERNATIONAL , 
\ DICTIONARY / 
The Authentic “Unabridged,” comprising is¬ 
sues of 1864, ’79 and ’84, (still copyrighted) is now 
Revised and Enlarged, and bears the name of 
Webster’s International Dictionary. 
Revision has been in progress for over 10 Years. 
More than lOO editorial laborers employed. 
1300,000 expended before first copy was printed. 
Critical examination invited. Get the Best. 
Soldbyall Booksellers. Illustrated pamphletfree. 
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., PUb’rs,Springfield, Mass. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
N. B.—This is a revised and enlarged edition of 
the well-known book, “The Old Italian School of 
Singing,” which is out of print. 
THEODORE FRESSER, . 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
'jj r A s/f|jrj rn SPECIALIST FOR ALL VOICE DEFECTS, keeps his Studio open also in the snm- 
L tU I\Ur L&n, mer to students of the Art of Singing, in all branches, and of Organ Playing. 
Apply by letter. : 29 yESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 
LADIES FROM ABROAD can be accommodated with board at his residence. Address, 
MRS. L. RAYMOND K.OFLER, 279 Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
AH' OPERETTA. 
By AILBEJ&T W. 
London—Novell®, Ewer & Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. Special terms for quantities. 
Ill 
WilifiVJII] 
1X1 ■p JL 
The inadequate remits from technical exercises at the piano are well known to piano 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
Science, having investigated this --,-——- 
—the— subject, has discovered and can explain 
STUDENT’S TECHNIC OH. the reasons of such uneconomical re- 
BICB $1S3‘ suits, and can now supply at a cheap 
cost, a better and more direct process 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per¬ 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them¬ 
selves and their pupils. 
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach¬ 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y., 
upon “Sensitive Piano Tough, and Ways and Means to its Acquire¬ 
ment,” sent free, on application to 
players, and form 
I 
PfllljluiililuUtniU»L...ilh..:rdn...^mn3^f4q^e^' % 
_ , 5 * 
'i I Aft - . 
'■ : /' ■ ' =“ 
J. HO^ITAID FOOTE, 
Soje Agent for the Brotherhood Technicon, 
307 and 309 Wabash Ave., 33 Malden Lane, 
CHICAGO NEW YORK. 
. 
THE TEACHER’S TECHNICON. 
$33.60. 
SISCO XT XT3? TO TBACSSB'a 
i. OUE-HAFD MUSIO. 
We will offer for sale a very select lot of four-hand 
music of various grades at a very great reduction ^ in 
price. The music is sold at one-fourth of marked price 
and the postage is paid; the money must, however, be 
sent with the order. This stock is composed exclusively 
of foreign music, and is not second-hand, but somewhat 
shop-worn. The grade is given with each piece, also 
the retail and reduced price. If the selection is left to 
us $5.00 worth at retail will be sent for $1 and postpaid. 
Additional lists yrill be' added in future numbers of The 
Etude. 
. Retail Reduced 
°rade' Price. Price. 
Abt, Fr., op. 33. Musical album 
for young pianists, in 6 parts. 
Each.f........ II & III $0.50 $0.13 
Abt, Fr., op. 126. Polka Mazurka. V .90 .23 
Abt, Fr., op. 102. Rondinos and 
variations. 
Book IV. 
“ V. 
“ VI. 0h 
Abt. Fr., op. 117. 
Children’s songs by 
Taubert. 
German airs......... 
No. 11. 
Adam, /t., op. 35. 
Alkan, (7, Parade 
Andrd, A., op. 12. 
Andrd, A., op. 46. Six easy Sona- 
Andri, A., op, 46. Sonate. ■ V. 
AnAr.4, A,XITRondinOs'-bh themes :..■.', 
from Operas. No. 3, Fra Dia- 
volo ; No. 5, Norma -, No. .8, 
Robert the Devil No. 7, Hugue 
- . nets j.':;No.4. 8, .The Brewer.fr. " 
Tret on -, No 9, The Whitt 1 dj , 
N'. 10, Puritani, and The Pos¬ 
tilion.................each -II 
Andr£, A. Collection of little 
pieces -.-on popular airs,' ; 15 
numbers, each..........;..,...i......'. ■ ■ •• II 
Andri, Tul. Arrangement from 
Bach’s Saint Matthew .each VII 
' Andrdi Tul., op. . 68. The Musical 
Family .....Book I III 
Andr4, Tul., op. 64. The Musical 
Family ............II Serie Book I III 
Andre, Tul, op. 64. The Musical 
Family ..II Serie Book II III 
Andre, Tul., op. 29. Waltz . IV 
“ “ “ 47. Three Marches 
No. II........ IV 
Andre, Tul., op. 47. Three Marches 
No. Ill ...... V 
Andre, Tul., op. 22. Rondo pastoral IV 
Asanischewsky, M. v., op. 8. Six 
Progressive Pieces.Book I II 
Asanischewsky, M. op. 8. Six 
Progressive Pieces ..Book II iil 
Aschenbach, L. Brother and Sister. 
Book I    II 
Aschenbach/L. Brother and Sister. 
Book III... .  IV 
Aschenbach, L. Brother and Sister.- 
Book V .. .-... V 
Alberti, 3., op, 24. Fantaisies on 
. German Songs, as, “ Lorely,” 
“ How can I leave thee.” 
“ Annie,” from Tharau,” a’s f., 
24 Nos......Each III 
Alberti,3., op. 12. Transcription 
of Tannhauser .  IV 
Alberti, 3., op. 23. The Little 
Repertoire. Easy and amusing 
Fantaisies on Themes, fr. operas 
(For beginners) 
La Traviata, II Trovatore, 
Nabncodonosor, I Puritani, Le 
Barbier de Sevilla, I Lombardi, . 
Stradelia, Lucia, Le Proph6te, 
Robert le Diable, Ernani, La 
Fille du Regiment, Dinorah, 
Tannhauser, D.Nachtigz. Gra¬ 
nada, Dom Sebastian, Fra 
Diavolo,. Belisario, L’Elisire 
d’amore,--Othello, Un Ballo en 
Machera, La Dame blanche, 
Faust (Gounod), La Favorite, 
Oberon, Die Entfuhrnng, 
Molse, Lucia. La Boh&mienne, 
S6miramide,Zampa, LaTombe 
d’Ascold, Le Postilion de/,1 
Lonj, Die lustigen Weiber,-1 
Montecchi e Capule, Orpheus 
(Offenbach), La Juive, La 
Forza' del destino, Sommer- 
nachtstraum. Titus, Le Sifege 
de Corinthe, Euryanthe, 
Comte Ory, C Fiorina, L’ 
Africaine, Schyne Galathea, , 
Preciosa, Dgi/megende Hoi- \ 
lander, La-» vie parisienne, 
, .'/..H&lka, "La; ' vie / parisienne,' 
.'/Maria di;Rohan, Die Schwei- .. 
zerfamilie, Le pr6 aux clercs, 
Der Wassetfrager, Iphignic in 
■ Aulis, Joa&phe „en .Egypt®. 
 
.  .  
IV .75 .20 
IV .75 1 .20 
1V - .75 .20 
III .75 .20 
IV .85 .21 
IV .75 .20 
IV 1.60 .38 
II 1.15 .29 
 
1.76 .44 
Zemire und Azor, Cosi fan 
tutte, Idomeneo, Indigo, Flotte 
Burache, Die Fledermaus. Don 
Pasquale, Carneval in Rom, 
Der Seekadett, Die letzt. Mo 
hikaner, Blindekuh, Donna 
Juanita........Each No, IF v $0.40 $0. 
Alberti, H., op. 26, Melodique ' 
Flowers Fantaisies on Themes 
from Operas, amusing and 
instructive 
Le Pardon dePloermel, Martha, 
II Trovatore, La Traviata, 
Norma,'Rigoletto, Les Hugue- 
nots, Don Juan, Oberon, Der 
Freischiltz, Alessandro Stra- 
della, Guillaume Tell, I _ 
Puritani, Ernani, Nabucodo- 
noser, La Sonnambula, Le 
Barbier de Sevilla, Romeo et 
Julie, Un Ballo in Maschera, 
La Dame blanche, Faust, La 
Forza del destino, Luisa 
Miller, I Lombardi, La Favo- 
rite, L’Elisire d’amore, Die 
Zauberflote, Comte Ory, La 
Muette de Portici, L’Africaine, 
Scheme Galathea^ Der flieg 
Hollander, La* bbhfemiehne, 
Halka, Lh rid pour l* Qzaarj 
Das Nachtlager, Fra Diavolo, 
Belisar, Le postilion, Orphe6 
••• aux enfers, Don Sebastian, .. 
Leichte Cayallerie Linda1 di 
Chan ounix,S< miramis/ Otl ello 
Zarapa, Hoses, Le Si^ge le 
Corinthe, Euryanthe, L’enlfcve- • • 
'4.meat an;S6rail,:Titu'Sj":Figaro, .I'. ; ■. ..." 
/ / ; La Tombed’Ascold, Preciosa,"' : ■ 
■ v Indigo,iFlotte Bursche,/Mari- 
. ..tanai .Fatinitza, -Df/Fleder- v: 
:  mau8l...: .Gagliostroif;Carneval in • ^ 
Rom Dielvier Haimonskinder, 
Maria di Rohan,Der S ekadett, 
Prinz Melhusalem, 'Boccaccio', 
Blindekuh, Die letzt. Mohi- 
kaner,Donna Juanita, each No - III .90 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 1, No. III. 
Trip in C minor, arranged by 
J. C. Dietrich .... V 2.25 
Beethoven, L.v., op. 3. Trio, arr. 
by C: D. Stegman .... ............. VII ' 1.80 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 8, Serenade, 
arr. by E. Nauman ... V 2.50 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 10. No. I. 
Sonate in C minor, arr. by 
Dietrich ..  VII 1.25 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 10. Sonate in 
C minor, arr. by F. Schwenke ... VII 1 25 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 11. Trio in B 
major, arr. by Dietrich  VII 1.60 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 12. Sonates 
for* the Violin, No. 2, in A 
1 major, arr. by Dietrich .. VI 1.76 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 18, Sonate 
1 Pathetique, arr. by T. Andr6 VI 1.60 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 18. No. II. 
1 Quartette in G major... VI 2.00 
Beethoven, L.v., op. 18. No. III. 
String quartette, arr. byMockwitz VII 2.00 
Beethoven, L. V., op. 18. No. IV. 
String quartette, arr. by Anacker VII 1.75 
1 Beethoven, L. v., op. 18, No. V. 
, String quartette, arr. by Anacker. VI 2.00 
’ Beethoven, L. v., op. 18. No. VI. 
String quartette, arr. by Anacker. VII 2.00 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 20. Septette, 
arr. by Czerny .... VIII 3.50 
Beethoven, L. ».. op. 23. Violin 
sonate in A minor, arr. by i - 
Louis Kohler ... VII 1.80 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 26. . Sere¬ 
nade, arr. by Moscheles. Part I V 1.25 
Beethoven,L. ».,op. 25. Serenade, 
arr. by Moscheles. Part II ...... VII 1.75 
Beethoven, L. v. Funeral March 
fr. op. 26, arr... VI .60 
Beethoven, L. v. op. 26. Sonate 
in (A b) major, arr. by Dietrich VII 1.75 
Beethoven, L. v.. op. 26. m Sonate 
in (A b) mjyor, arr. by J. Andr6 VII 1.30 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 30, No. I. 
Violin Sonate, arr. by L. 
Kohler ... .1.. VII net .80 
Beethoven,. L. v., op. 30, No. II, 
Violin Sonate in C minor, arr. 
by L. Kohler  VII net .80 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 27, No. I. 
Sonate in E b major, arr. by L. 
Kohler.   V net .45 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 30. No. III. 
Violin Sonate in G major, arr. . 
by Kohler ..  VI net .60 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 30, No. I. 
Violin.Sonate, arr. 'by. L. Winkler ■,'VII.V;. 2,1)0 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 30, No. 2. 
it. by L. V . II 2.00 
Bed'htivm, L. v., op. 80, No, .8, 
Violin Sonate, arr. by L. Winkler VI 1.76 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 81, No. I. 
Sonate in G, arr. by Tul Andr6 VII 
Beethoven,. L. v., op. 81, No. II. 
Sonate in D minor, arr. .. VII 
Beethoven, L. »., op. 81, No. III. 
Sonate in E b major ... VI 
10 Beethoven, L. v., op. 88. Baga¬ 
telles/afr. by R. Barth V 
Beethoven,L. v., op. 37. Concerto 
in C minor...... IX 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 41. Sere¬ 
nade. in D, arr.  VII 
jBeethoven,L. o.,op. 42. Nocturne, 
. arr. .... VII 
Beethoven, L. »., op. 45, No. 2. 
March in E b major... IV 
Beethoven, L. v. Adelaide, arr. 
by Chwatal alidiHorr .... V 
Beethoven,L. v., op. 47. Kreutzer 
Sonate, arr. ..... IX 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 49, No. I. 
Sonate in G minor ... IV 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 49, No. II. 
Sonate in G major ... IV 
Beethoven, L.v. op. 50. Violin 
Romance in F, arr., ... ... VT 
BeeihovmpL:«?,, op/58, Senate in G. 2 ' VI 
“ op 54 Sonate, 
arr by Winklei .. .. .. . .. ..... VT 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 56. Triple 
Concert in G........................... ‘ VIII 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 66. Polonaise VIII 
“ “ op. 69, No. 1. 
Quartette in I ... VIII 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 69, No. 2. 
Quartette in ,0/minor .. .. .. VII 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 59, No. 3. 
Quartette in C majpr ............... VII 
Beethoven, L.-v., op. 65. Ahlper- 
fido, arr....... IV, 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 73. Concerto 
Imperial, arr. by Glfrchauf ...... ~ X 
Beethoven,L. v., op. 73. Rondo from 
Concerto (Imperial) .. X 
Beethoven, L. , op. 74. m Quar¬ 
tette in E b major... VII 
.23 Beethoven , L.v., op. 80. Fantaisie IX 
“ “ op. 81a. Sonate, 
arr. by Weiss.......\. VIII 
.60 Beethoven, L. »., op. 84. March, 
from Egmart. IV 
.45 Beethoven, L-. v., op. 87. Trio, 
arr. by Gleichauf. VI 
.60 Beethoven, L. op. 89. Polonaise VI 
“ “ op. 91. The Battle, 
by Vittoria, arr. VII 
.41 Beethoven, L. v., op. 95. Quartette 
in F minor, arr .. VII 
.41 Beethoven, L. v., op. 96. Violin 
Sonate, arr. by Winkler.. IX 
.38 Beethoven, L. v., bp. 97. TrioinBb 
major.......f... VIII 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 98. To the 
.45 Beloved far away........ V 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 101. Two . 
.40 Sonates. No. I, arr.  VIII 
Beethoven, L. v. Triumph March 
.50 fr. King Stephen, arr. by Kinkier V 
Beethoven, L. v., op. 127. Quartette, 
.50 arr. by Riimel ..  VIII 
Beethoven, L. »., op. 130. Quartette 
.43 in Bb, arr, by Rontgen .. VIII'. 
Beethoven,L. v., op. 135. Quartette, ' 
.50 arr. by Ward. VI 
Beethoven, L. v. Rondo a i Cap- 
.60 riccio, arr. by Geissler ... J.  V 
Beethoven, T. v. Congratnlatiou 
.80 Miuue^^^tT.........J..  IV 
Btethewn, Twelve/ Contre 
-/Dances, arr. by>Th. Kirchner ... Ill 
Ah' Beethoven, L. v. Twelve German 
/ Dances, arr, by Th. Kirchner ... Ill 
• 1 Beethoven, L. v. German Dances, 
.u - arr. by T. Seiss....’. V 
’ Beethoven, L. v. Songs, arr. by 
■jjj Geissler.....Book I TV 
Beethoven, L. v. Songs, arr. by 
43 Geissler.....Book II IV 
Beethoven, L. v. Triumph March, 
32 arr. by Th. Kirchner . Ill 
Beethoven, L. v. March from the 
Ruins of Athens, arr. by 
.20 Th. Kirchner  IV 
Beethoven, L. v, March fr.'Fidelio, 
arr. by Th. Kirchner  HI 
.20 Beethoven, L.-v. Funeral March 
fr. Sonate, op. 26, arr.1 by 
ThL Kirchner ..VI 
jt-i Beemov n, >. v <*.* 
- arr by Th. Kirchner ... . ... Ill 
BiethmeA, -L. ."/Three) original /4'h 
<;• Quartettes, (I osthumous Woi ks) 
arr. No. I .. - 15- 
’.60 Beethoven, L. v. Waltz m Ab, arr 
ly Roubier . HI 
.50 Beethoven, L. v. Funeral March... IV 
t Beethoven, L. v. Variations in C 
, murnr .....— -LLx 
$2.15 $0. 
. 2.00 
2.10 A 
TEACHERS OF MUSIC 
As Applied to. the Teaching and Practice of 
Voice and Instruments, Will Open September 8th, 1881. 
A well-defined curriculum; systematic training and 
broad education, providing for a thorough equipment 
for the teacher’s profession. Teaching under supervi¬ 
sion. Lectnres-agd Concerts by eminent men. Entrance 
examinations required. Advanced Students only ad¬ 
mitted to these courses. Preparatory Departments 
This Course is Adopted end Used Under the above title the Messrs. J. Fischer for those less advanced and beginners. 
& Bro. have recently issued a collection of choice For further information address 
in the- - selections, both original and arranged, for pipe _ _ 
• „ and reed organs. From previous publications of CrJBO. HO jOl Anil. NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, thesamekifd the organ-loving public had every .. ^ ^ - g ^ ^ ^ 
reason to promise to themselves in the present ” " ■KUtiand D^uare, nOBtOIl, JEL8SS. 
PRICE $1.50. ■ ' work a real treat, and we honestly believe they 
will not be disappointed For while it is in reality 
===== = a new volume or sequel of “ Fischer’s Practi- M ■ . ^ cal Organist,” of which three volumes have 
HiCTATV AT (IPTITIUTI SAnd appeared in succession, it is, generally speaking, 
ULIDIUIJ UI vlUlilldll UUiigj not only of equal value with each of these, but in | john comfort fillmore 
one or two respects it surpasses them. The me-1 
chanical execution—type, paper, binding, etc.,— 
• . LOUIS C. ELSON. is not only equal, but. actually superior to that of 
the previous volumes; we have hardly found, in 
A history of the rise, development, and prog- a somewhat careful reading, one or two typo- 
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly graphical errors. £ comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
of the vocal side of the matter, the work gives a Fischer's Album for Young Organists.— beginning of the Christian,era to the present time; espe- 
succinct account of the progress of German instru- - j; Yiachei & Bro., No. 7 Bible House. cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti- 
mental music as well and contains biographies of v . . . n ,v , . • 
. , f £ Young organists, especially those who are piano tnfaons. 
Bach (father and sons) Handel, Haydn, Mozart, players, turned at short notice into organists, are Address Publisher 
Schubert, Schumann, Franz, and-many others, very apt to think that they can extemporize, a ’ „ 
and an account of the chief German works in voluntary, when they really cannot, in churchly THEODORE PkeSSER, 
With it Ih inenrunrated and true organ style. Mr. Fischer has done a - J , , 
W.th it » incorporate. g0„d work in pnttiig forth this book as a help to. 1704 Chestnut Street, 
young players. The selections are from the best Philadelphia, Pa. 
Tpqr-Fp ' - writers forthe organ, good, and many of them easy. ___ 
There is also a set of modulations from (G) into “ _ „ _ rtrtT,.ririPl.rTrT1;- 
|| P ft lH all the keys. Price 75 cents. We cordially NEW, EASY AND PROuEESSlVE 
LOUIS C.'ELSON 
Author of “Curiosities of Music,” “History of German 
Song,” etc. J 
Lessons in Musical History, 
Price $1.50 postpaid. 
music. 
in which the final labors of all the greatest tone- 
master are sketched, together with their last 
words, etc. 
The works form not only a valuable biographi¬ 
cal collection, but useful compendium of general 
musical knowledge fitted for the use of the musi¬ 
cal student, and, in their popular style, for the 
non-musician as well. 
12mo. Cloth Price, Postpaid, $1.25. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
PRICE $1.00. BOUND IN BOARDS. 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In.this work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names'of 
Streabboc and Snindler annear the dftenest. The book 
A COLLECTION OF * 
Organ Pieces, Preludes, Interludes, 
iPojBtSudes, etc., • 
Adapted to the 'Wants of 'Young Organists, 
- - AND INTENDED FOR THE 
EMBRACING SELECTIONS FROM THE WORKS OF 
Rink, Mozart, Beethoven, Bernards, Herzog, Saohs. 
mar, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Rhembreoht, Bib 
Stern, Oberhoffer, and other (Treat Masters. 
COMPILED BY 
JOSEPH FISCHER, . 
\ A S^ECIAI PREMIUM OFFER! 
An Organ for Every Home* 
35 Subscriptions, a Four-Octave Organ. 
40 Subscriptions, a Five-Octave Organ A Musical Series for Young People. 
. . - 81.50, bound In Boards. 
- 2.00, “ “ 
- -- 2.oo, • “ “ 
A. STRELEZKi’S LATEST SONG. 
“ USTSSMY.” 1 - 
3. Volumes in One, 
CLOTH, ILLUSTRATED 
1 How can I bear this part - ing, that 
A delightful arid attractive melody. Prlco 40 cent*. 
Published by 
J. Fischer A Bro., 7 Bible House, N. Y.-, and 
Ion. Fischer, 121 Summit St., Toledo, 0- 
J. FISCHER & BRO., THEO. PRESSER, 
7 BiMe House, ' 1704 Chestnut St 
NEW YORK, Philadelphia 
Gonservatorf Music Store, 
FRANKLIN SQUARE, BOSTON. 
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FOR 
Faculty and Branches of Study 
UHEXOELLED IN THIS OOUNTKT. 
PIANO DEPARTMENT. 
^ Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, Director. 
Mr. Calvin B. Cady. ' Mr. H. A. Kelso, Jr. 
Miss Gertrude Foster. Miss Julia Caruthers. 
i Ka 
PIANO-FORTE TEACHERS. 
- .TTJI.Y 6th. TO AUGUST 1st. 
CONDUCTED BY MESSRS. CALVIN B. CADY AND FREDERIC GRANT GLEASON, 
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 1 ' 
CHICAGO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART. . • 
PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS GIVEN IN ALL DEPARTMENTS ' - \ ''' 
Faculty and Branches of Study. 
UNEXCELLED IN,THIS COUNTRY. . 
Miss Edith V. Rann. Miss te P. Richards. 
A / 
V.. 
. ' : 
SIGHT READING. 
Mr. Calvin B. Cady. Miss Grace Hiltz. 
VIOLIN DEPARTMENT. 
Mr. A. Rosenbecker. Mr. Richard Seidel, 
VIOLONCELLO. 
Mr. M. Eichheim. 
HARP. FLUTE. 
Mrs. Clara Murray. Mr. Otto Helms. 
F E N< IN G, DANCIN G 
Col. Thomas H. Monstery. Mme. Laura Rose. 
DRAMATIC AND POETIC READING. 
Mr. Samuel Kayzer. 
THE CONSERVATORY WILL BE OPEN DURING 
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
THE AUDITORIUM. 
THE SUMMER. 
.. . : . , :.vT«CAL DEPARTMENT. 
Signo /itto ic Ca pi Director. Miaa "V ce H ltz. 
ORGAN DEPARTMENT. 
. , ■ ■■ . Mr. Clarence Eddy, Director. : . 
Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition and Orctaentration. 
Mr. Frederick Grant Gleason. 
GUITAR. CORNET. MANDOLIN. 
Miss Lulu Hiltabidel. Mr. John Quinn. Sig. C. Valisi, 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. • 
French. German. Italian.^ Spanish. By Native Teachers. 
Dramatic Art and Stage Training1. 
Mr. Hart Conway. . 
Elocution, Delsarte, Theory of Expression and 
Physical Cnltnre. 
Miss Anna Morgan, Director. 
|| Miss May Donnally. Miss Ida Serven. . Miss Sarah Truax. 
Mr. E. L. Dworak. • . Mr. Samuel Knecht. 
THE FALL TERM WILL OPEN SEPTEMBER 14th. 
' k 1 LIB 
SAMUEL. KAYZEB, DIRECTOR,. 
AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAGO. 
CONSERVATORY 
A word about 
PIANO STOOLS. 
If you want a first-class,’ high-grade Piano Stool, the best that 
money can buy, 
IMEPPERT BROS, 
make them, and at prices about as low as is usually asked for much 
Inferior goods. We make more styles, and have the largest and most 
select line in the United States. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY’S 
/-Fantasy fob Piano, 
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BASED UPON THB BBXNB LBGENB. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left band. 
Played in 100 conoerts throughout thie countnr, by the composer 
And Mr. W. H. Sherwood, since its publication, March lBt, 1888. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
COMPOSITIONS 
Superior to any ever invented. Must be seen to be appreciated. 
Music Cabinets, Piano Covers, Scarfs, Piano Dusters and Polish. 
Warerooms: 12 East 15th St., 390 Cahill St., N. Y. 
‘Catalogues on Application. Established 1884. 
: 
Package makes 6 gallons, 
Delicious, sparkling, and 
appetizing. Sold by all 
dealers. FREE a beautiful 
Picture Book and cards 
sent to any one addressing 
: O. E. HIRES & CO.. ' ■ 
Philadelphia. 
BY ARTHUR FOOTE. .. 
Published by Arthur P. Schmidt, Boston. 
' 1- -j . ■ * ■ . 
Suite in D minor, and a dozen other piano pieces; 
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Trio for 
piano, violin and ’cello.; Sonata for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo¬ 
sitions for mixed and male and female voices, with and 
without accompaniment; also Serenade for piano (S. 
Brainard’s Sons); Humoresque for piano (Theodore 
Presser). 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. “ 
The object of this work is to systemize practice and stlsaulafce the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil’s work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lesson is 
'also given, and in the back of the little book are lour blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the Publisher, 
• , THEO, PRESSER,., • 
17Q4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SACRED SONGS 
WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT. 
By H. A. CLARKE, Mus. Boo. 
Now Ready. 
“Nearer my God to Thee.” Soprano or Tenor. 40c. 
“ Jesus my one Prevailing Plea.” Alto. 80c. 
In Press, 
“Abide with me.” Alto. r'*iV-’i 
“They know not what they do.” Soprano or Tenor. 
THEODORE PRES IER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
WIETRONOMElAT $3.50. 
Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
genuine Mahogany. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, . . - 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., . 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
■' • SELECTED 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
■ - From the Von Billow Edition. 
PRICE $1.60. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCT ON TO THE PR0FISSI0N. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von. Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated, 
a ddress Publisher, 
"'fimfiiiii ii,"' 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Rflr. T. J. DAVIES, Bflus. Bac., 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, la Harmony, 
Connterpoint, Canon and Fugne, Musical Form and 
Orchestration. Students prepared for musical examinations 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address 
ROOMS 45 and 46, BURR BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. 
W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
240 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18. 
I PUCE FOR NORTHERH GIRLS TO SPEND THE WINTER 
( onservatory * i Hnsit Kartha Waabln^ton Col- 
lege, Abingdon, I ». ®8< 7 fc . bove **•'» 1< rel * 
delightful Clin *. . Mot srn ' sent study ii Plan Voice- 
ti ning gan and hear? Lectures m :er A tiats I scital 
nd able ea iers f -- « nve-flngei e es discarded r' < ii 
, and Prs tic 1 av ier used feu I for culms 
4 0 , MM4 HESTEIt^ Mualeal Director, 
Bev. 8. IT. BARKER, President. 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LE88ON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
388 Newbury Street, 
B08T0N, Ma88. 
Parties requiring Vooal Teachers, or Teachers of Piano¬ 
forte,’ are requested to address 
3JLJt€>l3. A.. JLj. PAI..TVinFn Hf,, 
Directress of Goldbeok Normal School for Musk Teachers, 
2700 LUOAS AYE., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
EDWARD BAXTER FEU.H'Z' 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer 
Lecture Recitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on hii direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
✓ _ ■ _;__ 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
S23 South 38th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
Grand Success! The Sleigh Ride. 
By w. M-Thkloab. 
Greatest Mnilealfoveltyofthe fIasi, 
SOLOTSe DUET, *1.00. 
This great piece is played with 
bells and whips, (c 
Creates .unbounded enthusi¬ 
asm wherever played Just what Sou want. fiOgoOC already sold. 
_ end75o for the solo, or SIX the 
net, mention this paper and we will send a pair o f 
Branches Tai > -Pian< riolin iol icell linging 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Glasses in 
German Frencl Italian and Engli h Languages. 
Professors -Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans. 
Riifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director. 
KABL SLODWOBTH, ' 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse. 
The Goldbei k Normal School 
' FOR MUSIC TEACHERS ’ 
WILL OPEN JUNE 8th, 1801. 
Dr. It. GOLDBECK, President. 
Sirs. A. 1L. PALMER, Directress. 
For further Information, Address 
2700 LUOAS AVENUE, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
lMc©pporated 1878. 
New York College of Music, 
163 East 70th St., New York City. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
All Branches of Music taught, from the beginning to the highest 
artistic attainment. New York’s largest ana most complete music 
school,occupymg an entire building, with a concert hall of its own! 
- Students have Free Instruction in Harmony, Counter- 
point, Composition, Vocal Sight Reading, and Free Admission 
j .i eJ^urea> Concerts, EnBerable Playing, etc. Students received 
dally from 9 a.h. to 5 p.m. Send for new catalogue. 
LESSONS BY MAIL{ In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition. 
RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Direotor of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
PENSINOTON, ITEW JERSEY, WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
hands, on short notice. Refers to hi* popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F. A.-Nortba 
& Co., Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as above. 
MI?S..MARY GREGORY MURRAY 
(pupil op william mason) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC ” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. 
Address, Care of Thk Etudk. 
C. P. HOFFMANN, 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
OXFORD COLLECE, OXFORD, OHIO. 
Gives lessonB by Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
musical Form. Standard text-books. Plan pursued leadB from es¬ 
tablished foundational principles to latest practice in composition. 
0BEP^LHJ, (gqSEI^«r©I^r«rf IlftisxG 
With a Large Faculty of Superior ^Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlir 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 6, and April 6. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RIOE, Director, 
i OBERDIN, OHIO. 
HAUA’C MU^ICAIi INSTITUTE AW©. 
R « €«M8ER¥ATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUNIUS DAM, Secretary. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony......$2 00 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass..... 1 00 
The Art of Fingering...........‘... 75 
National School for Cornet. '....2 50 
Progressive: Studies for Violin.Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
* NEW YORK 
toman Conservatory of Music, 
7 West 42d Street, near 5th Avenue. 
THE LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN NEW YORK. 
Gentleman Professors in all the Departments. 
L. G. PARMA, Director. 
Private and Class Lessons Most Reasonable. 
Advantages Free, such as Music, Harmony, Sight- 
Singing Lectures, Concerts. 
00H0EETS AT THE HALL OP THE OONSER- 
VATOEY TWICE MONTHLY. 
American Conservatory of Music, 
CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
ANNUAL SUMMER NORMAL SESSION, 
From July 6th to August 1st, 1891. 
Specially Designed for Teachers of the Piano, Voice, 
Public School Music, Theory, Delsarte. 
Unsurpassed Advantages at Moderate Cost. 
Send for Catalogue. \ 
AMERICAN CONSERVATOR 
CONSEBVATOEI OF MUSIC AND ART, 
Claverack, Columbia County, N. Y. 
CHICKERING HALL* 
Wabash Avenue and Jackson Street, Chicago, 
J. J. HATTSTATDT, Director. 
TtyE SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL 
OF THE 
Martha’s Vineyard Summer Institute, 
SCHOOL Of MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GfiiENC ? lip. 
Instruction givenTh all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, ’ Artist, Choral' and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio,' Quartette, Ensemble and 
, Oratorio Work. 
. FIVE OOUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room/Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
. . For Circulars,1 apply to 
JAMBS H. HOWE, DBAN, QBBENOA8TI,ll,.IlS;3>* 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to . 
.President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d.. College of Liberal Arts.' 
Bev. S. L. Bowman, ATM., s.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d. , Deal* of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of Sohoo!of Art.' ; 
Samuel S. Parr, “ Normal School. ' 
CHAS. W. LANDON, Musical Director. Fourteenth Annual Session, begins Jnly 13th. 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har¬ 
mony an<jl Counterpoint. V 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
NEW DEPARTURE. 
A Special and Original Course for learning:-the Art of Teach¬ 
ing: Nusic. 
Beeitals by distinguished artists daring: the year. 
Individual lessons only. Daily UBe of the Technicon and Practice 
Clavier. All practice under supervision. 
;ClaMtt ln flhorac Drill, Vocal Si® Sat Reading.'and 
Tonic Sol-fa. > e 
SEND.’FOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
A. H.FLAOK, A. M., President. 
Over 000 Students last Year. 
Special attractions for Teachers of Miilic. Concerts 
by eminent Musicians, including Geo. J. Parker^ 
Boston’s leading Tenor. Lectures by A. K. Virgil, 
and others. 
Piano, Singing, Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition, 
Chorus Practice, Teachers’ Course. 
For circulars and farther information, address 
- CEO. H. HOWARD, 
84 West Rutland Square, Boston* Mass. 
DECKER & SON 
Established In 1836. 
Tone, Touch and Workmanship Unsurpassed. 
Used and Endorsed by leading Musicians and 
Music- Colleges 
Catalogue and price list on application. 
Correspondence solicited from Musicians and 
Dealers.. 
ASnBESS: 
DECKER k SOU, 1550 3d Avenue, New York City. 
OUR, JPOPUJL.A.JEl, 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELI 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
T TUSIC is a universal language. When speech fails 
MUSIC begins. It is for us to develop and un> 
J fold it. by instruction and cultivation. THE 
BRIG-G-S PIANO in a home is a real education, 
interpreting and making real the truest thoughts and 
highest ambitions. It is unequalled as an accompani¬ 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer for its 
excellent singing qualities; by the artist for its delicacy 
of touch and action and power of tone combined. Send 
for illustrated catalogue. 
Cl* -Ob E3& CO;, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
GRAND AND UPRIGHT PIANOS, 
5 and 7 Appleton Street, 
, BOSTON, - - BdI.A.S§5§L 
h ?r 
V 
VJ 
embody the results 
, of 41 years’ dose 
. attention to organ 
building, and over 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per¬ 
fect satisfaction. 
Intending purchasers will find dur 
STYLES—Varied;, over 60 to choose from. 
PRICES-—Reasonable, quality considered. 
TERMS—Easy, cash or installments, and we 
deliver our Organs at your depot, freight paid. 
Send for.our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonial!, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every tbwn to represent our organs. 
:/-v 
»«tlv %r Of, 
STYIiE 75. 
8E Bros. Piano 
J 35 
■M 
BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT. 
These Instruments have,been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and tfpon their excellence alone 
have attained an A 
UNPURCHASED PRE-E MJN ENC I, 
Which establishes them as^ 
UNEQUALED 
; -i t ' 
TONE, DURABILITY AND STYLE MSURPASSED. 
Eecommended by First-Class Artists Everywhere. 
—- \ 
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 
PRICES MODERATE. Send for Catalogue of Styles 
1 Mari for Excellence and DiraWlitj. 
MANUFACTURED IN ALL STYLES OF 
CftAWDS and UPRiGMY^ 
Factories Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
^ vary-Plano folly Warranted tor 6 Years. 
WIYl. KN ABE & CO., 
§3 & 34 E. Baltimore Stroot, BAETIMOBE. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 30tl& St., NEW YORE. 
811 Pennsylvania Aire., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
1/4* 
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MUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS and PRINTERS 
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